The evolution of advanced radio transmission
technologies for third generation mobile radio
systems has paved the way for the delivery of
mobile multimedia services. In particular, wireless image and video applications are among the
most popular services offered on modern mobile devices to support communication beyond
the traditional voice services. The large amount
of data necessary to represent the visual content
and the scarce bandwidth of the wireless channel
impose new challenges for the network operator
to deliver high quality image and video services.
Link layer metrics have conventionally been used
to monitor the received signal quality but were
found to not accurately reflect the visual quality
as it is perceived by the end-user. These metrics
thus need to be replaced by suitable metrics that
measure the overall impairments induced during
image or video communication and accurately relate them to subjectively perceived quality. In this
thesis, we focus on objective metrics that are able
to quantify the end-to-end visual quality in wireless image and video communication. Such metrics may then be utilised to support the efficient
use of link adaptation and resource management
techniques and thus guarantee a certain quality of
service to the user.
The thesis is divided into four parts. The first part
contributes an extensive survey and classification

of contemporary image and video quality metrics
that may be applicable in a communication context.
The second part then discusses the development
of the Normalised Hybrid Image Quality Metric
(NHIQM) that we propose for prediction of visual quality degradations induced during wireless
communication. The metric is based on a set of
structural features, which are deployed to quantify
artifacts that may occur in a wireless communication system and also are well aligned to characteristics of the human visual system (HVS). In the
third part, three metric designs are discussed that
utilise the same structural feature set as a basis for
quality prediction. Incorporation of further HVS
characteristics into the metric design will then
improve even more the visual quality prediction
performance. The design and validation of all proposed metrics is supported by subjective quality
experiments that we conducted in two independent laboratories. Comparison to other state of
the art visual quality metrics reveals the ability of
the proposed metrics to accurately predict visual
quality in a wireless communication system. The
last part contributes an application of NHIQM for
filter design. In particular, the filtering performance
of a de-blocking de-ringing post filter for H.263
video sequences is analysed with regards to visual
quality of the filtered sequence when applying appropriate filter parameter combinations.
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Abstract
The evolution of advanced radio transmission technologies for third
generation mobile radio systems has paved the way for the delivery of
mobile multimedia services. In particular, wireless image and video
applications are among the most popular services offered on modern
mobile devices to support communication beyond the traditional voice
services. The large amount of data necessary to represent the visual
content and the scarce bandwidth of the wireless channel impose new
challenges for the network operator to deliver high quality image and
video services. Link layer metrics have conventionally been used to
monitor the received signal quality but were found to not accurately reflect the visual quality as it is perceived by the end-user. These metrics
thus need to be replaced by suitable metrics that measure the overall
impairments induced during image or video communication and accurately relate them to subjectively perceived quality. In this thesis, we
focus on objective metrics that are able to quantify the end-to-end visual quality in wireless image and video communication. Such metrics
may then be utilised to support the efficient use of link adaptation and
resource management techniques and thus guarantee a certain quality
of service to the user.
The thesis is divided into four parts. The first part contributes an
extensive survey and classification of contemporary image and video
quality metrics that may be applicable in a communication context.
The second part then discusses the development of the Normalised Hybrid Image Quality Metric (NHIQM) that we propose for prediction
of visual quality degradations induced during wireless communication.
The metric is based on a set of structural features, which are deployed
to quantify artifacts that may occur in a wireless communication system and also are well aligned to characteristics of the human visual
system (HVS). In the third part, three metric designs are discussed
that utilise the same structural feature set as a basis for quality prediction. Incorporation of further HVS characteristics into the metric
design will then improve even more the visual quality prediction performance. The design and validation of all proposed metrics is supported
by subjective quality experiments that we conducted in two independent laboratories. Comparison to other state of the art visual quality
metrics reveals the ability of the proposed metrics to accurately predict
visual quality in a wireless communication system. The last part contributes an application of NHIQM for filter design. In particular, the
filtering performance of a de-blocking de-ringing post filter for H.263
video sequences is analysed with regards to visual quality of the filtered
sequence when applying appropriate filter parameter combinations.
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Preface
This licentiate thesis summarises my work within the field of perceptual quality metric design for wireless image and video communication. The work has
been conducted at the Department of Signal Processing, School of Engineering, at Blekinge Institute of Technology.
The thesis consists of four parts of which the third part is further divided
into three sub-parts:

Part I
Perceptual-based Quality Metrics for Image and Video Services: A Survey
Part II
Reduced-Reference Metric Design for Objective Perceptual Quality Assessment in Wireless Imaging
Part III
A

An Artificial Neural Network for Quality Assessment in Wireless
Imaging Based on Extraction of Structural Information

B

Multi-resolution Structural Degradation Metrics for Perceptual Image Quality Assessment

C

Regional Attention to Structural Degradations for Perceptual Image
Quality Metric Design

Part IV
Quality Assessment of an Adaptive Filter for Artifact Reduction in Mobile Video Sequences
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Introduction

The rapid evolution of advanced wireless communication systems has been
driven in recent years by the growth of wireless packet data applications such
as mobile multimedia and wireless streaming services. In particular, image
and video applications are among those services that facilitate communication beyond the traditional voice services. The large amount of data that is
needed to represent the visual content and the scarce bandwidth of the wireless channel constitute a difficult system design framework. In addition, the
largely heterogeneous network structures and the time variant fading channel make wireless networks much more unpredictable as compared to their
wired counterparts. One of the major challenges with these services is therefore the design of networks that fulfill the stringent Quality of Service (QoS)
requirements of wireless image and video applications. In order to monitor
the quality of the wireless communication services, appropriate metrics are
needed that are able to accurately quantify the end-to-end visual quality as
perceived by the user. Traditional link layer metrics such as signal-to-noise
ratio (SNR) and bit error rate (BER) have been shown to be unable to reflect
the subjectively perceived quality [1].
Considering the above, new paradigms in metric design for wireless image
and video quality assessment need to be established. This thesis aims at contributing to this goal by developing objective perceptual quality metrics that
are able to accurately quantify end-to-end visual quality of wireless communication services. The metrics are based on spatial feature extraction algorithms
that may be applied to images and also to videos on a frame-by-frame basis.
The resulting metrics can then be utilised to perform efficient link adaptation and resource management techniques to fulfill the aforementioned QoS
requirements.
This introduction aims to briefly familiarise the reader with the field of
visual quality assessment and provide an overview of the scope of this thesis
as follows. Section 1 gives a general overview of visual quality assessment. In
1
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Section 2 objective image and video quality metric design in the context of
wireless communication is discussed. The major contributions of this thesis
are summarised in Section 3. An outlook to future work is given in Section 4.

1

Visual quality assessment

The visual system may be considered the most eminent human sense to gain
information from the outside world [2]. Without our sight we would live in
darkness and would not be able to appreciate the beauty of the world around
us. During all phases of human evolution our eyes were adapted to observing a
natural environment. This has changed only during the last decades with the
deployment of many visual technologies, such as television, computer screens,
and most recently personal digital assistants (PDA) and mobile phones. These
technologies now strongly influence our everyday work and private life. Hence,
we are not only used to just looking at the natural environment anymore but
rather at artificial reproductions of it in terms of digital images and videos.
Since we are accustomed to impeccable quality of the real world environment,
we are biased to expect also a certain degree of quality from its digital representations. However, the quality is often reduced due to many influencing
factors such as capture, source coding, or transmission of the image or video.
The induced artifacts that are responsible for the reduction of visual quality
often distort the naturalness of the image or video, meaning, that structures
are changed or introduced that are not observed when looking at a real world
environment. The degradation in quality depends highly on the type and
severeness of the artifact. Considering the artificial nature of most artifacts
though, it is generally no problem for a human observer to quantify the visual
quality degradations when looking at an image or video. This is enabled by
the complex processing in the human visual system (HVS) and higher cognitive levels which allow to easily identify distortions in an image or video and
to make a judgement about the visual quality. Considering the easiness of artifact detection by a human observer, it is therefore highly desirable to achieve
high quality representations of the ubiquitous image and video applications.

1.1

Objective visual quality metrics

In order to make a precise and valid judgement of visual quality, one needs
to have means to accurately quantify it. An intuitive choice would be to consult human observers to perform the quality judgement. For obvious reasons
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this would be a very time consuming task and not be deployable in applications where real-time quality prediction is required. It is thus a desired
goal to implement automated algorithms that can objectively predict visual
quality as it would be perceived by a human observer. However, what seems
so easy for the HVS is not such an easy task for an automated algorithm.
For this reason, there has been increased research efforts in recent years to
find appropriate objective metrics that can accurately quantify visual quality.
Despite these efforts, none of the proposals has been found to be appropriate
for standardisation yet, unlike for already standardised speech [3] and audio
[4] quality metrics. One reason for this might be that the HVS and the higher
level cognitive visual data processing is to a great part not fully understood
yet and thus cannot easily be mimicked by an objective algorithm.
The range of image and video processing systems that facilitate visual reproductions of the real world is broad and includes image and video acquisition, compression, enhancement, and communication systems. These systems
usually are designed based on a compromise between technical resources and
the visual quality of the output. An accurate objective metric would therefore be highly beneficial to support the optimization of different systems with
respect to perceived visual quality. Given the wide range of different systems,
it is essential to consider the application purpose of the metric to obtain best
performance for a given task. In this respect, a few key factors need to be
identified when developing a perceptual quality metric. Among the most crucial ones is the dependability of the metric on a reference image/video frame,
when assessing the quality of a test image/video frame (without loss of generality to video frames we will continue this discussion in the context of images).
The reference image is an original version of the test image and has not been
subject to the distortion that may have been induced in the test image due
to some processing step. Many of the image quality metrics proposed so far
rely on the reference image to be available for quality assessment [5, 6]. These
metrics fall into the class of full-reference (FR) metrics. Here, the reference
image usually allows for a good quality prediction performance but at the
same time generally limits the application range of the metric substantially,
since the reference image is often not available for quality assessment. In a
communication context, for instance, the reference image would not be available at the receiver where the quality assessment takes place. In this case, it
would be favourable to rely the quality prediction only on the test image or additionally extract some low-bandwidth information from the reference image
that may ease the task of quality prediction. These approaches, respectively,
belong to the class of no-reference (NR) and reduced-reference (RR) quality
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metrics. The reference information, in the case of RR assessment, would allow to establish the quality degradation of the test image as compared to the
reference image rather than providing an absolute measure of quality. Hence,
one would be able to quantify the degradations incurred by the system under
test.
Despite the many applications for visual quality metrics one can generally
divide between two approaches that have been followed in metric design; simple numerical and feature based metrics on one hand and HVS based metrics
on the other hand. Prominent examples of numerical metrics that are widely
used in the image and video processing community are the mean squared error (MSE) and the related peak signal-to-noise ratio (PSNR). These metrics
measure the similarity between two images on a pixel-by-pixel basis. Their
advantage is the computational efficiency and the ability to measure distortions over a wide range of severeness. On the downside, these metrics have
been shown to be unable to accurately quantify visual quality as perceived by
a human observer [7]. Furthermore, MSE and PSNR cannot quantify quality degradations across different distortion types and visual content and also
rely on the reference image to be available for quality assessment. Metrics
based on feature measures, rather than pixel measures, that are subsequently
related to subjective quality have been shown to correlate well with human
perception [8, 9]. Here, application specific metrics may be based on single
features whereas metrics that incorporate multiple features are usually more
robust to different artifacts that can be observed in the image or video.
On the other hand there are metrics that incorporate various characteristics of the HVS into their design. These metrics generally have superior quality
prediction performance as compared to the numerical and feature based metrics. They also have a wide range of applications since the metric is designed
to mimic the HVS which is not adapted to a certain application but rather
to visual processing in general. The implementation of HVS characteristics
usually comes at the cost of higher computational complexity although simple
approximations often already lead to improved quality prediction performance
of an objective metric. The existing HVS based metrics mostly fall into the
class of FR metrics and thus are not applicable in a communication context
[10, 11, 12].

1.2

Fidelity versus quality

To further illustrate the need of perceptual image and video quality metrics,
rather than pixel based fidelity metrics such as PSNR, a simple example will
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Figure 1: Visualisation of a reference image (top), a distorted image due to
intensity masking (middle), and a distorted image due to JPEG source coding
(bottom).
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Table 1: Objective image quality metrics.
Artifact

PSNR [dB]

NHIQM

MOSP

Intensity masking

24.107

0.141

70.508

JPEG coding

24.155

0.772

14.686

be discussed in the following in relation to the images shown in Fig. 1 and
the quality prediction results in Table 1. In particular, the image at the
top of Fig. 1 is a undistorted reference image and the middle and bottom
images are distorted versions of it that have been subject to some additional
processing. An intensity shift has been induced in the middle image and
source coding artifacts have been induced in the bottom image using the Joint
Photographic Experts Group (JPEG) codec. Even though the middle image is
slightly darker than the top image, most viewers would agree that the quality
degradation is not severe since the loss of visual information is minimal as
compared to the reference image. When looking at the bottom image instead,
one can see that the JPEG codec introduced strong blocking artifacts resulting
in loss of relevant spatial information and in turn severe degradation in visual
quality. In addition to the stronger loss of spatial information, the higher
annoyance of the blocking artifact can also be related to the earlier discussion
about artificial artifacts in natural scenes. As intensity shifts can be easily
observed in a natural environment, for instance when it gets darker in the
evening, they do not seem to harm the quality perception as much since the
HVS and the related cognitive processing is adapted to it. The blocking
artifacts, however, are highly unnatural and therefore more easily identified
and perceived as annoying in relation to visual quality.
In addition to the images, Table 1 provides three objective metrics quantifying the quality degradation of the distorted images as compared to the reference image. The previously discussed PSNR metric is measured in decibels
(dB) where a higher value indicates higher similarity between the images and
thus better quality. The Normalized Hybrid Image Quality Metric (NHIQM)
will be discussed in detail in Part 2 of this thesis. It is an objective quality
metric that we developed based on structural feature differences between the
reference and test image. Considering this, a higher value indicates stronger
distortions and in turn worse quality. Finally, the metric MOSP is based
on NHIQM and predicts subjective quality scores by taking into account the
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non-linear visual quality processing in the HVS. The metric ranges from 0 to
100 and higher values indicate superior quality. One can see from the table
that PSNR is not able to quantify the distinct quality differences between the
two test images. In fact, the JPEG coded image receives a higher PSNR score
thus indicating better quality, which is obviously not the case. In contrary to
PSNR, both NHIQM and MOSP distinguish very well between the qualities
of the test images. The reason behind this is the alignment of NHIQM with
characteristics of the HVS. In fact, the HVS is well adapted to extraction of
structural information rather than pixel information [5, 13]. Hence, the structural features computed by NHIQM very well reflect this characteristic. On
the other hand, the pixel based PSNR metric is not able to accurately quantify perceptually relevant structural degradations in an image. The properties
that make NHIQM and MOSP superior quality metrics will be explained in
detail in Part 2 of this thesis. In Part 3, it will then be shown that other HVS
characteristics incorporated into the metric design will even further improve
the image quality prediction performance.

2

Objective quality metric design for wireless
image and video communication

In this thesis, we will focus on the design of objective metrics for visual quality
assessment in wireless image and video communication. The aim is to quantify
the end-to-end distortions induced during transmission and relate them to
quality degradations as perceived by the end-user. These metrics may then
replace the conventional link layer metrics to allow for precise perceptual
quality monitoring.
The application of perceptual image and video quality assessment in a
communication context, as we consider it throughout this thesis, is illustrated
in Fig. 2. Here, the integral parts of a wireless link are shown including source
encoder, channel encoder, modulator, and the wireless channel. In this scenario, the received image or video may suffer from artifacts, and consequently
quality degradations, from both the source encoder and the error-prone wireless channel. The impact of the source coding artifacts is somewhat easier to
predict since for different codecs certain artifacts can be expected. On the
other hand, the time variant nature of the fading channel makes the range
of artifacts in the received signal much more unpredictable. In fact, we have
performed simulations using a model of a wireless link as shown in Fig. 2
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Figure 2: Quality assessment in image and video communication networks.
with JPEG source encoding and a Rayleigh flat fading wireless channel with
additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN). The symbiosis of this setup resulted
in a wide range of different artifacts, hence, substantially complicating the
assessment of the artifacts and the related visual quality. The particulars of
the system under test, the set of test images, and the artifacts observed in
the images will be discussed in Part 2 of this thesis.
The additional shaded boxes in Fig. 2 comprise of the necessary components to facilitate perceptual quality assessment, as we propose it in this thesis.
The blocks surrounded by dashed lines indicate optional parts of the quality
assessment which are applied when reference features are extracted from the
transmitted image to support the quality assessment, hence, facilitating RR
quality assessment. On the other hand, if these blocks are omitted then quality assessment is performed solely on the received image, thus, following the
NR approach. However, as we aim to quantify quality degradations induced
during transmission, we need some reference information from the transmitted
image or video frame. Therefore, we incorporate the reference feature extraction into our metric design to establish RR objective quality metrics. In this
case, the reference features may be concatenated to the transmitted image
or video frame to be available at the receiver for quality assessment. The
number of bits associated with the reference features defines the overhead for
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each of the images it is concatenated with and accordingly it is desired to be
kept small. In particular the NHIQM metric, as discussed earlier, comprises
of only one single value as additional overhead. Extensions and variations
to this metric, as proposed in this thesis, may have slightly larger overhead
but allow for tracking of each of the single features included in the metric.
This may provide further insights into the cause of induced artifacts during
transmission. In order to avoid additional overhead one may alternatively
embed the reference features into the image or video frame using data hiding
techniques [14]. Due to the limited capacity of these techniques, however, too
large reference information may cause visible distortions in the image. Consequently, the aim to keep the number of reference features small remains also
when applying these techniques.
The metrics developed in this thesis are designed with respect to two
goals. Firstly, the extracted features need to cover the broad range and precisely quantify the appearance of artifacts as induced in the images by both
the lossy source encoding and the error prone channel. Therefore, feature
metrics were selected according to the artifacts that may be observed in images which are distorted due to transmission over a wireless link. Secondly,
the objectively measured artifacts need to be related to quality degradations
as subjectively perceived by a human observer. This latter goal is followed
by incorporating several characteristics of the HVS into the metric design to
allow for superior quality prediction performance as compared to metrics that
purely measure similarity between images [1]. In order to further support the
design of the objective metrics we have conducted subjective image quality experiments at the Western Australian Telecommunications Research Institute
(WATRI) in Perth, Australia, and at the Blekinge Institute of Technology
(BTH) in Ronneby, Sweden. The mean opinion scores (MOS) obtained from
these experiments allowed us to relate the different measures incorporated in
the objective metrics to subjectively perceived visual quality. The MOS further enabled evaluation of the quality prediction performance of the metrics
on both a set of training images that were used for the metric design and a
set of validation images that were unknown during metric training.
Unlike previously proposed HVS based quality metrics [10, 11, 12] that
incorporate a large number of HVS properties, we focus on a few simple
approximations of HVS characteristics that have been shown to be essential
for the visual perception of quality. Specifically, the basis for the metric
designs is motivated by the phenomenon that the HVS is adapted to extraction
of structural information [5, 13]. Thus, a number of structural features are
extracted that accurately quantify the artifacts observed in wireless image
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and video communication. An additional weighting then controls the impact
of each feature on the overall metric. The weights are derived in relation to
the MOS from the experiments and thus account for the perceptual relevance
of each of the artifacts. Additional HVS characteristics, such as, multiplescale processing and regional attention will be shown to further enhance the
metrics quality prediction performance. The latter characteristic has been
supported by an additional subjective experiment that we conducted at BTH
to identify regions-of-interest in the set of reference images and thus allow
for implementation of region-selectivity in the metric design. To account for
non-linear quality processing in the HVS, all metrics are in a last step subject
to an exponential mapping. The mapping translates the metric values into
so-called predicted MOS which aim to measure the quality as it would be
rated by a human observer.

3

Thesis contributions

The thesis consists of four different parts. Part 1 contributes a survey and
classification of contemporary image and video quality metrics that are applicable in a communication context. In Part 2, the development of NHIQM
will be discussed in detail along with the specifics of the subjective image
quality experiments that we conducted. In Part 3, extensions of the metric
are proposed that incorporate additional HVS characteristics into the metric design to further improve quality prediction performance. In this part
it will also be shown that artificial neural networks are very well suited to
perform the task of feature pooling by derivation of suitable weighting matrices. Finally, in Part 4 the application of NHIQM for a H.263 [15] video
post-filter design will be discussed. In the following, a short summary of the
contributions of each of the parts will be given.

3.1

PART 1: Perceptual-based quality metrics for image
and video services: a survey

This part consists of a survey of contemporary image and video quality metrics. The work is a result of an intensive literature research which has been
carried out to investigate previously conducted image and video quality research and also to identify open issues that need to be addressed.
Only few reviews and surveys about image and video quality metrics have
been published in the past [16, 17, 18, 19]. In contrary to these related works,
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this survey concentrates on metrics that aim to predict quality as perceived by
a human observer and further belong to the class of NR and RR metrics. The
latter property enables quality prediction of a distorted image/video without a
corresponding reference image/video to be available. Hence, these metrics are
readily applicable in wireless and wireline image and video communication,
where the original image or video is unavailable for quality assessment at the
receiver.
The survey provides a detailed classification of the available quality assessment methods. It further discusses the advantages and drawbacks of a broad
range of available NR and RR metrics that have been proposed in the past.
Two extensive tables provide direct overviews with the aim for the reader to
easily identify the appropriate metric for a given task. The tables provide
information about the artifacts (blocking, blur, etc.), the domain (spatial,
frequency, etc.), the source codecs (JPEG, MPEG, etc.), and the typical image/frame size which the metrics have been designed for. Finally, some open
issues in image and video quality assessment are outlined in the conclusions.

3.2

PART 2: Reduced-reference metric design for objective perceptual quality assessment in wireless imaging

In this part a RR metric, NHIQM, is proposed for wireless imaging quality
assessment. The metric is based on the work conducted earlier in [20, 21].
The various extensions to the previous work can be summarised as follows:
• Extreme value feature normalisation:
The structural feature algorithms included in the objective metric are
implemented according to algorithms as outlined in different publications [22, 9, 23]. Consequently, the ranges of the different features were
strongly varying. In this work, we therefore introduce an extreme value
normalisation [24] in order for the features to fall into a defined interval.
• Perceptual relevance weighted Lp -norm for feature pooling:
An alternative feature pooling based on a perceptual relevance weighted
Lp -norm [25] is proposed. The resulting metric provides similar quality
prediction performance as NHIQM while at the same time allowing to
track the structural degradations independently for each of the features.
Thus, insight into the artifacts induced during transmission may be
gained using this feature pooling.
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• Statistical analysis of subjective experiments and objective features:
An in-depth statistical analysis is provided for the subjective experiments that we conducted in two independent laboratories. The analysis
reveals the relevance of the subjective scores obtained in the experiments. In addition, a detailed analysis of the objective feature scores
from the experiment test images is discussed revealing insight into the
artifacts that were objectively quantified by the feature metrics.
• Metric training and validation:
The concept of metric training and validation has further been introduced to the work to verify that the metric design does not result in
overfitting to the training data but rather allows for good generalization to unknown images.
• Motivation for a non-linear mapping function:
Using the training and validation approach we further motivate the
use of an exponential prediction function to account for the non-linear
processing in the HVS. Other prediction functions can be excluded due
to inferior goodness of fit measures, visual inspection, and overfitting on
the training set of images.
• Comparison to state of the art visual quality metrics:
State of the art visual quality metrics [5, 6, 26] are considered in this
work for comparison of quality prediction accuracy, prediction monotonicity, and prediction consistency [27] on both the training and the validation set of images. The evaluation reveals the superior quality prediction
performance of NHIQM with respect to all three criteria.

3.3

PART 3

Part 3 is further divided into three sub-parts of which each exploits a method
to further improve the quality prediction performance as compared to NHIQM.
All methods utilise the same structural feature metrics as NHIQM as a base
for quality prediction.
3.3.1

PART 3a: An artificial neural network for quality assessment
in wireless imaging

In this part an artificial neural network (ANN) [28] is designed to perform
the task of identifying the perceptual relevance for the structural features by
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derivation of weight matrices. The ANN is trained and validated using MOS
from the subjective quality experiments. The network receives as input either
the structural feature differences between the reference and test images or
alternatively the structural features extracted from only the test images. It
is shown that both cases perform similarly well with respect to prediction
accuracy and outperform the simple combinatorial metric, as proposed in
Part 2. Thus, in addition to superior prediction performance the network also
facilitates RR as well as NR image quality prediction.
3.3.2

PART 3b: Multi-resolution structural degradation metrics
for perceptual image quality assessment

It is well known that the HVS is adapted to visual processing at multiple
scales [2]. This characteristic has been taken into account in this part, where
a multi-resolution image decomposition is incorporated into the metric design. To be more precise, the Gaussian pyramid [29] has been implemented
to perform structural feature analysis at multiple scales. In addition to the
already established feature relevance weights, we derived relevance weights for
each level of the Gaussian pyramid. Two different approaches for cross-level
pooling are then investigated. For one of the considered pooling methods
it has been found that the prediction accuracy and prediction monotonicity
can be significantly increased by incorporating up to three multi-resolution
levels in addition to the original image resolution. The results indicate that
the multi-resolution analysis may also be successfully applied to other image
quality metrics to improve quality prediction performance.
3.3.3

PART 3c: Regional attention to structural degradations for
perceptual image quality metric design

Natural images typically contain regions that particularly attract the attention of the viewer [30]. These regions are generally referred to as regions-ofinterest (ROI). It is assumed here that image distortions may be perceived
more annoying in ROI than in the background of the image. Hence, one
may apply a regional segmentation of the image to allow for image quality
assessment independently in the ROI and the background. This has been
analysed in this part of the thesis. We conducted subjective experiments in
order to identify ROI in our set of reference images. A region-selective metric design is then applied to NHIQM and also to three other objective image
quality metrics. All metrics were trained with respect to prediction accuracy
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and generalisation to unknown images. The results confirm that the regionselective design is highly beneficial for the considered objective image quality
metrics. Especially, prediction accuracy can be significantly improved.

3.4

PART 4: Quality assessment of an adaptive filter for
artifact reduction in mobile video sequences

In this part a specific application of NHIQM is presented. In particular,
the filtering performance of an adaptive de-blocking de-ringing filter [31] is
analysed with respect to perceived visual quality. The filter was designed for
H.263 coded mobile video sequences and supports different parameter settings which allow to control the filter complexity and the efficiency to reduce
blocking and ringing artifacts. However, it was observed that a reduction of
these artifacts results, to a certain degree, in introduction of blur artifacts. It
is therefore desirable to quantify the impact of different filter parameters on
the structural features and the related overall perceived quality and in turn
find the best compromise set-up of the filter with respect to complexity and
de-blocking de-ringing efficiency.
The NHIQM metric has been utilised to perform an objective analysis of
suitable filter parameter combinations. The results allowed us to determine
the best filter parameters under the above constraints of complexity and efficiency to reduce blocking and ringing artifacts, while keeping blur artifacts
low. Additional visual inspection confirmed the objective analysis by NHIQM.
This application shows that NHIQM, and its extensions based on the methods
explained in Part 3, may not only be deployed for wireless imaging quality
assessment but can also be utilised in other applications, such as filter design
for wireless video applications.

4

Outlook and future work

The work as it has developed until today is composed of different methods
that were successfully applied to design and improve objective metrics that
accurately predict visual quality as it would be perceived by a human observer. The focus was thus far set on spatial feature extraction and the related
quantification of artifacts as observed in the spatial domain. This approach
shall in future be extended to temporal feature extraction, hence, accounting
for temporal artifacts and masking effects that may occur in wireless video
sequences.
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Apart from the above, a brief outlook will in the following discuss two
possible extensions of the current work with respect to integration of the
independent parts. Specifically, two ideas are introduced that may combine
the various methods developed so far into a HVS based visual quality metric.

4.1

Human visual system based objective image quality
assessment

The RR metric NHIQM incorporates various properties of the HVS, specifically extraction of structural information, pooling of distortions, and nonlinear quality processing. In Part 3 of this thesis further properties of the HVS,
in particular multiple-scale processing and regional attention to artifacts, have
been investigated and independently incorporated into the metric design. It
has been found that each of the incorporated properties has positive impact
on the quality prediction performance of the metrics. Hence, one may suspect
that a symbiosis of all properties incorporated into one HVS based metric
may further enhance image quality prediction performance. Such HVS based
image quality metrics have been successfully developed in the past [10, 11, 12]
and usually provide very good quality prediction performance while being usable in a wide range of applications. However, the existing metrics are usually
based on the FR approach. A RR HVS based quality metric would therefore
fill an important gap in objective perceptual image quality assessment in the
case of applications where FR based methods are not applicable.

4.2

Determination of optimal feature relevance weights

The above discussed extension to a HVS based image quality metric may raise
the question of how to combine all the different methods into one single metric. In the case of NHIQM we have for instance chosen a simple combinatorial
metric and accounted for the impact of each of the features by introducing
perceptual relevance weights. This approach may be extended to a relevance
weighting of all features in both ROI and background and also all considered
multi-resolution levels. This, however, would lead to a large number of relevance weights. Finding the best weights for such an elaborate metric would
then be the next step in the metric design.
One solution to this problem may be to utilise an optimization approach
to determine the optimal feature relevance weights. Here, one needs to be
careful not to overfit the metric to a training set of images, which could easily
be the case when using such an optimization approach. It is thus crucial to
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define a suitable objective, or even a set of objectives, that allow for high
quality prediction accuracy on the training set of images while at the same
time allowing for generalisation to unknown images. Such optimal weights
may not only allow for improved quality prediction performance but also to
eliminate features that receive negligible weights, indicating their low impact
on the overall perceived quality.
We have already conducted initial work towards optimal feature relevance
weights. Preliminary results encourage us to continue this path towards an
optimized HVS based quality metric.
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Abstract
The accurate prediction of quality from an end-user perspective has
received increased attention with the growing demand for compression
and communication of digital image and video services over wired and
wireless networks. The existing quality assessment methods and metrics
have a vast reach from computational and memory efficient numerical
methods to highly complex models incorporating aspects of the human
visual system. It is hence crucial to classify these methods in order to
find the favorable approach for an intended application. In this paper
a survey and classification of contemporary image and video quality
metrics is therefore presented along with the favorable quality assessment methodologies. Emphasis is given to those metrics that can be
related to the quality as perceived by the end-user. As such, these
perceptual-based image and video quality metrics may build a bridge
between the assessment of quality as experienced by the end-user and
the quality of service parameters that are usually deployed to quantify
service integrity.
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Multimedia applications are experiencing a tremendous growth in popularity
in recent years due to the evolution of both wired and wireless communication
systems, namely, the Internet and third generation mobile radio networks [1].
Despite the advances of communication and coding technologies one problem
remains unchanged, the transmitted data suffers from impairments through
both lossy source encoding and transmission over error prone channels. This
results in a degradation of quality of the multimedia content. In order to
combat these losses they need to be measured utilising appropriate quality
25
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indicators. Traditionally, this has been done with measures like signal-tonoise ratio (SNR), bit error rate (BER), or peak signal-to noise ratio (PSNR).
It has been shown that those measures do not necessarily correlate well with
quality as it would be perceived by an end-user [2].
Maximising service quality at a given cost is a main concern of network
operators and content providers. Due to this, concepts such as Quality of
Service (QoS) and Quality of Experience (QoE) [3, 4] have been introduced
giving operators and service providers the capability of better exploitation
of network resources that satisfy user expectations. In contrast to already
standardised perceptual quality metrics for audio [5] and speech [6], the standardisation process for image and video seemed to have proceeded somewhat
slower. This issue has also been recognised and addressed by the International Telecommunications Union (ITU). In 1997, two independent sectors of
the ITU, the Telecommunication sector (ITU-T) and the Radiocommunication sector (ITU-R), chose to co-operate in the search for appropriate image
and video quality measures suitable for standardisation. A group of experts
from both sections was formed known as the Video Quality Experts Group
(VQEG) [7]. The efforts which the VQEG has performed and the results
are reported in [8, 9]. The application area for quality metrics is wide and
can include in-service monitoring of transmission quality and optimisation of
compression algorithms.
In this paper a survey and classification of contemporary image and video
quality metrics is presented. A broad overview of available methodologies
applicable to assess quality degradation occurring in communication networks
is given. The survey is understood as a guide to find favorable metrics for an
intended application but also as an overview of the different methodologies
that have been used in quality assessment. Emphasis is given to those metrics
that can be related to the quality as perceived by the end-user. As such, these
perceptual-based metrics may build a bridge between QoE as seen by the enduser and QoS parameters quantifying service integrity.
The paper is organised as follows. In Section 2 classification aspects of
quality measures are discussed. In Section 3 a class of metrics is reviewed that
uses solely the received image respectively video for the quality evaluation.
Similarly, in Section 4 a class of metrics is considered that additionally utilises
reference information from the original image respectively video. Finally,
conclusions are drawn in Section 5.
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Classification of Quality Evaluation Methods
Subjective and objective methods

The evaluation of quality may be divided into two classes, subjective and objective methods. Intuitively one can say that the best judge of quality is the
human himself. That is why subjective methods are said to be the most precise measures of perceptual quality and to date subjective experiments are the
only widely recognized method of judging perceived quality [2]. In these experiments humans are involved who have to vote for the quality of a medium
in a controlled test environment. This can be done by simply providing a
distorted medium of which the quality has to be evaluated by the subject.
Another way is to additionally provide a reference medium which the subject
can use to determine the relative quality of the distorted medium. These different methods are specified for television sized pictures by ITU-R [10] and
are, respectively, referred to as single stimulus continuous quality evaluation
(SSCQE) and double stimulus continuous quality-scale (DSCQS). Similar, for
multimedia applications an absolute category rating (ACR) and degradation
category rating (DCR) are recommended by ITU-T [11]. Common to all procedures is the pooling of the votes into a mean opinion score (MOS) which
provides a measure of subjective quality on the media in the given test set.
Clearly, subjective quality assessment is expensive and tedious as it has to be
performed with great care in order to obtain meaningful results. Also, subjective methods are in general not applicable in environments which require
real-time processing. Hence, automated methods are needed which attempt
to predict the quality as it would be perceived by a human observer. We refer
to them as objective perceptual quality metrics. The existing methods have
a vast reach from computationally and memory efficient numerical methods
to highly complex models incorporating aspects of the human visual system
(HVS) [12].

2.2

Psychophysical and engineering approach

Two general approaches have been followed in design of objective quality
metrics which in [13] are referred to as the psychophysical approach and the
engineering approach. Metric design following the former approach is mainly
based on incorporation of various aspects of the HVS which are considered
crucial for visual perception. This can include modeling of contrast and orientation sensitivity, spatial and temporal masking effects, frequency selectivity
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and colour perception. Due to the complexity of the HVS these models, and
therewith the metrics, can become very complex and computationally expensive. On the other hand, they usually correlate very well with human
perception and are usable in a wide range of applications. Fundamental work
following the psychophysical approach has been performed in [14–20]. Methods following the engineering approach are primarily based on image analysis
and feature extraction, which does not exclude that certain aspects of the
HVS are considered in the design as well. The methods span from simple,
numerical measures [21] to more complex extraction and analysis algorithms.
The extracted features and artifacts can be of different kinds such as spatial
and temporal information, codec parameters, or content classifiers. Simple
methods are based on measuring single features whereas more complex algorithms combine various measures in a meaningful way. In any case, the metric
outcomes can be connected to human visual perception by relating them to
MOS obtained in subjective experiments.

2.3

Reference-based classification

Finally, we can classify quality metrics regarding their dependency on available reference information at the quality assessment equipment. The different
methods that will be discussed are shown in Fig. 1.
In general, it is no problem for the HVS to judge the quality of a distorted
visual medium without having any reference available. However, what seems
to be so easy for the HVS is a highly complex task for a machine. Metrics following the approach of judging perceptual quality only based on the distorted
medium are called no-reference (NR) or “blind” methods. These methods are
readily applicable in a communication system as they would base the quality
prediction solely on the received medium.
In order to quantify whether a change in quality between a reference and
distorted medium has occurred, some degree of knowledge about the original
medium would ease the related evaluation compared to using an NR method.
This can be achieved by reduced-reference (RR) methods. Here, only a set
of features from the reference medium is needed at the quality evaluation
equipment instead of the whole medium itself. This set of features can then
be transmitted piggy-backed with the medium or over an ancillary channel.
At the receiver, the features can then be extracted from the medium and used
along with the reference features for the quality prediction.
In cases where the reference is available at the evaluation equipment, one
can use a full-reference (FR) method. These methods use the reference to pre-
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Figure 1: Quality assessment methods: (a) No-reference method, (b)
Reduced-reference method, (c) Full-reference method.

dict the quality degradation of the distorted medium which eases the process
substantially and provides in general superior quality prediction performance.
It should be noted that most existing metrics following the psychophysical
approach are FR methods [22–27]. The drawback of FR methods in a communication environment is that the reference is not available at the receiver
where the quality assessment is performed. In the sequel, only existing NR
and RR methods will be reviewed due to their applicability in communication
systems.
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No-reference Quality Metrics

The task of NR quality assessment is very complex as no information about
the original, undistorted medium is available. Therewith, a NR method is an
absolute measure of features and properties in the distorted medium which
have to be related to perceived quality. An overview of NR metrics that can
be expected to perform favorable within the context of QoS engineering in
wired and wireless networks is provided in Table 1 and will be discussed in
the following.

3.1

Single feature metrics

Due to the difficulty in designing NR quality metrics, many metrics solely
measure single spatial features such as blocking and blur. The former is
among the most common artifacts in compression standards using discrete
cosine transform (DCT), e.g. JPEG and H.263. On the other hand, blur
and ringing are major artifacts in compression algorithms which are based on
discrete wavelet transform (DWT) such as JPEG2000.
In [28] a method is proposed which for the reason of computational efficiency measures blocking artifacts entirely in the DCT domain. The blocking
is modeled as two-dimensional (2-D) step functions and properties of the HVS
are included by introducing visibility threshold relating to activity masking.
In [29] subjective experiments have revealed that blocking, blur, and ringing all correlate strongly with perceived quality. Based on this observation
a quality measure for JPEG images was developed exclusively based on the
blocking artifact. The decision was also motivated by the fact that blocking
occurs as horizontal and vertical edges unlike blur and ringing which can have
arbitrary shape and due to that would be harder to measure. The blocking
model is divided into three steps. A front-end processing models luminance
adaptation of the HVS. Then a block boundary estimation is performed based
on the Gaussian blurred edge model. Finally, in an integration stage the estimated edge amplitudes are collapsed into a single scalar blocking value.
A blocking measure for video sequences has been proposed in [30] which is
said to be insensitive to other artifacts. Here, each frame is partitioned into
blocks and further sampled into subimages. These subimages are pairwise
correlated within (intra-block) and across block boundaries (inter-block) to
obtain similarity measures within and between the blocks, respectively. The
correlation measures are performed on the frequency representation of each
subimage. The final blocking measure is given by the ratio of intra-block to

Features/Artifacts
Blocking
Blocking
Blocking
Blocking
Blur
Blur
Sharpness
Frame-freeze
Motion vector information
Blocking, blur
Blocking, blur, noise
Blocking, blur, jerkiness
Natural scene statistics
Frame rate, bit rate, fSI13
Bit rate, max/min quality levels
Mean square error
DFT coefficient cross-correlations
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inter-block similarity. Values close to unity indicate low blocking while values
significantly larger than unity yield strong blocking.
A generalized block-edge impairment metric (GBIM) for image and video
coding is reported in [31]. It is the successor of the block-edge impairment
metric (BIM). With BIM horizontally and vertically differences at 8 × 8 block
boundaries are measured which by GBIM are perceptually weighted according
to luminance masking properties of the HVS.
A blur metric is proposed in [32] which does not make any assumptions
about the type or origin of the blur. The metric works in the spatial domain
where basically an edge image is obtained by using a Sobel edge detector.
Then either horizontal or vertical edge widths are measured and identified as
local blur measures. An overall blur measure is attained by averaging the local blur values over all edge locations. The quality prediction performance of
the metric has been testified with subjective experiments on a set of Gaussian
blurred images and JPEG2000 compressed images. The Pearson linear correlation and Spearman rank order correlation show good agreement of the
predicted and the subjective quality.
The blur metric in [33] is based on histogram computations of DCT coefficients and can therefore instantly be applied in the compressed domain
of JPEG images or MPEG frames. The idea behind this is to take advantage of image analysis which has already been performed in the compression
process. In a three step process, first the DCT information of the entire image
is gathered, then it is evaluated with respect to contained DCT values that
are equal to zero, and finally the measure is normalised to remove dependance
on the image size. The prediction performance is validated with subjective
experiments on a set of MPEG coded video sequences.
Intuitively one could consider image sharpness as an opposite measure
to image blur. A content independent sharpness metric has been proposed
in [34]. It is motivated by observations on statistical measures of image frequency distributions. Specifically, the kurtosis, as a measure of peakedness of
a signal distribution relative to the normal distribution, has been identified
as a precise measure of image sharpness. The basic steps of the algorithm
are composed of the creation of an edge image using a Canny edge detector,
an assignment of 8 × 8 blocks to each edge pixel and transformation into the
DCT domain, the calculation of the probability density function (PDF) of
each block, and finally the computation of a 2-D kurtosis on the PDF. A
good prediction performance has been verified with subjective experiments.
The kurtosis method has been adopted in [35] but is said to provide more robustness to noisy images by computation solely in the wavelet domain using
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a 3-level discrete dyadic wavelet transform (DDWT).
In video sequences, distortions do not only occur in the spatial domain
but also in the temporal domain. Common artifacts include jitter, which are
abrupt variations resulting from asynchronous acquisition of video frames, and
jerkiness, the perception of still images in a video sequence resulting from too
low frame rates. The loss of entire frames is called frame-loss whereas a frame
that is repeated in consecutive time instants is referred to as frame-freeze.
A quality measure for real-time video streams over Internet, exclusively
measuring temporal artifacts, is reported in [36]. Here, temporal discontinuities, or frame-freeze, are object to quality prediction. They are detected
when the temporal derivative of the frame luminance is null. A frame-freeze
is considered perceptible when its duration exceeds a certain threshold. Furthermore, the model accounts for the regularity and density of the occurring
discontinuities and also for their burst sizes. Abrupt scene changes and object displacements after frozen frames are also taken into account. The performance of the metric has been verified in subjective experiments achieving
high correlations with perceived quality.
In [37] the assumption is made, that quality degradation in MPEG-2 is
correlated to the accuracy of motion vector estimation. Specifically, the authors state that motion estimation is highly related to the mean absolute
error (MAE), computed by subtracting each pel in a block with its corresponding motion compensated reference block, and to spatial activity (SA), as
the amount of texture in a macro-block. A probability surface is established
with the variables MAE and SA allowing for classification of macro-blocks
into the categories well predicted, badly predicted, or uncertainly predicted.
An additional measure looks into the spatial and temporal neighbourhood of
macro-blocks and provides supportive information for a final probability measure of how well a macro-block is predicted. A final criticality index is then
established as an average of the probabilities over all macro-blocks.

3.2

Metrics of combined features and structural information

Perceptual quality prediction based on structural properties of images, respectively video frames, is a common approach and is motivated by the fact that
the HVS is highly adapted to the extraction of structural information [25].
Usually, this is achieved by quantifying different features in an image and combining them in a certain way. The weights for feature quantification are often
derived from subjective experiments to find better accordance to perceived
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quality. In comparison to single-feature metrics, such multi-feature metrics
offer more insight into the structural information of an image and also more
robustness to different types of artifacts. A good example of a multi-feature
metric for JPEG images utilising perceptual based weightings is proposed
in [39].
In [40] experiments with videos are reported in which subjects had to vote
for the annoyance of three different artifacts, blockiness, blurriness and noisiness, resulting in mean annoyance values (MAV) for each sequence. The artifacts were introduced into three different spatial regions (top/middle/bottom)
in video frames to prevent the test subjects from learning the artifact locations. Feature metrics have been used to measure the strength of each of the
artifacts. Finally, the weighted Minkowski metric, also referred to as LP-norm
of pth order, has been used as a combination rule of the artifacts. It has been
observed that the simple linear model for p = 1 provides as good correlations
as higher order models.
The aforementioned metrics all presume that artifacts in images and video
frames are perceived equally annoying no matter in which location they appear. The metric designed in [41], however, besides extraction of blocking,
blur and jerkiness, also considers higher order aspects of the HVS in terms
of semantic segmentation. This is motivated by the fact that there are usually regions in visual content that are of higher interest and others of lower
interest. It is then stated that artifacts in regions of interest (ROI) appear
more annoying than in the rest of the image. Of course, the ROI is subject
and content dependent but generally two important aspects can be pointed
out: the focus of attention and object tracking. The former explains the phenomenon that there are certain objects which attract everyone’s attention in
an image, for example faces. The latter phenomenon emphasizes that motion
attracts peoples attention. Based on these two aspects the image is divided
into semantic segments of different importance using a-priori knowledge about
the objects to be segmented, for instance face colour or motion information.
In the pooling process the features measured in the regions with semantically
higher importance are then given higher weights.
Considering the metrics discussed so far, blur and blocking, seem to have
received strong attention as perceptually important image and video artifacts.
A totally different approach has been examined in [42]. Instead of obtaining
structural information as a combination of artifacts, a two state natural scene
statistics (NSS) model is proposed for quality evaluation of natural scenes.
The authors philosophy is that all images, regardless of content, are initially
perfect unless distorted during acquisition, processing, or reproduction. Most
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distortions that are prevalent in image and video processing systems are not
natural in terms of NSS. The method is designed for quality assessment of
images compressed with a wavelet based encoder such as JPEG2000. Natural
scenes contain nonlinear dependencies which are disturbed by the compression process. This disturbance is quantified based on significance analysis of
wavelet coefficient magnitudes and related to human quality perception by
conduction of subjective experiments.

3.3

Metrics incorporating codec parameter settings

In the sequel, metrics are discussed that base quality prediction partly on a
set of codec specific objective parameters. This is thought to reduce computational complexity by using readily available information provided by the
source encoder.
The goal of modelling a low complexity metric for H.263 encoded video
sequences is pursued in [43]. The quality evaluation is based on compression
settings and content features. A total of nine features is evaluated regarding
their suitability for quality prediction. Five of them are recommended by
the American National Standards Institute (ANSI) [47]. All measures were
performed on five video sequences representing different content classes. Additionally, subjective experiments have been performed to obtain MOS for the
different sequences. In order to reduce the dimension of the parameter space,
principal component analysis (PCA) has been used to determine the relationship between MOS and the objective parameters. The result is a reduced set
of three parameters frame rate, bit rate, and fSI13 , a parameter for overall
spatial information. The set represents a trade-off between computational
complexity and prediction performance.
A method for objectively evaluating perceived quality of service (PQoS)
for MPEG-4 coded video content is reported in [44]. The design is based on
observations of data from subjective experiments revealing that over a certain
threshold bit rates do not impact on perceived quality (PQ) anymore and
below a certain threshold PQ drops drastically. The bit rate thresholds have
been found to be highly dependent on the dynamics in the video content. The
data from the subjective experiments is used to derive an exponential function
which is proposed for objective prediction of PQ. This method was verified
to work well on common intermediate format (CIF) and quarter CIF (QCIF)
sized sequences.
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Figure 2: Quality assessment system utilising watermark based methodology.

3.4

Metrics using data hiding techniques

The following metrics make unconventional use of data hiding procedures
by means of watermarking. A watermark is an image or pattern invisibly
embedded into a host image and has been traditionally used for purposes such
as copyright protection. In the following metrics, however, the watermark is
used to assess the quality of its host image based on the assumption, that
the host undergoes the same distortions as the watermark. This requires that
the transmitted watermark is known at the receiver in order to perform the
quality evaluation. Therefore, this type of method is also referred to as a
pseudo no-reference method [46] since no information about the reference is
needed but instead information about the embedded watermark. The choice
of the right watermark plays an important role because it has to be sufficiently
robust to be detectable after strong distortions but also fragile enough to be
degraded proportionally to the host image. The principle system common
to the discussed metrics is illustrated in Fig. 2. Here, ht and wt denote the
host and watermark to be transmitted, respectively. The received versions are
denoted by hr and wr . Such a scenario allows for incorporating compression
and transmission artifacts in the medium.
In [45] a metric is presented which embeds the watermark in the DCT
domain of each frame in a MPEG-2 video sequence. The embedding procedure is summarised as follows. First, a pseudo-noise image p(n) is generated for each frame of the sequence to avoid visual latency. The watermark
wi (n) for a frame fi (n) at time instant n is then obtained by multiplying
p(n) with an image I(n). Finally, the watermark is embedded in the mid-
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frequencies DCT coefficients of the frame. Embedding in low frequencies
would create visible artifacts whereas embedding in high frequencies would
cause the watermark to be easily removed. The transmitted sequence is given
as Yi (n) = DCT {log[fi (n)]} + α · wi (n) where α is a scaling factor varying
the strength of the watermark. For the quality assessment the watermark is
removed from its host. The quality measure is then calculated as the mean
square error (MSE) of the transmitted image I(n) and received image Ir (n).
Using this technique enables to use FR methods such as MSE to be used
for NR assessment of the host presuming that the embedded image I(n) is
available at the receiver.
An empirical approach by means of a psychophysical experiment has been
used in [45] to evaluate the visibility of the embedded watermark. To avoid
this approach and instead analytically control the watermarks visibility, an
embedding method based on a psychovisual model has recently been proposed
in [46]. The model provides different frequency and orientation selective subbands. A watermark is then embedded into each subband allowing for the
quality metric to have several measuring points on the frequency content.
The final quality score Q is attained from averaging of correlation measures
in high and middle frequency bands between original and received watermark.
A psychometric function is used to translate the objective quality scores into
predicted MOS.

4

Reduced-reference Quality Assessment

The RR approach makes the task of quality evaluation comparably easier to
NR techniques by providing information about the reference to the assessment
equipment. Therefore, RR methods measure a change in features between the
reference and distorted medium which in turn can be used to assess quality
degradation. However, this is done at the cost of transmitting the features as
side information over the channel which makes the amount of overhead needed
for the RR information a crucial aspect of this type of metrics, especially in
low-bandwidth wireless channels. In general, RR approaches are based on
similar principles to the ones already discussed in Section 3 but not as many
metrics have been proposed yet (see also Table 2). Therefore, in this section
the metrics are not further classified according to their methods.
In [48] a metric for JPEG coded images is proposed combining five structural features fi into a hybrid image quality metric (HIQM). In particular,
the features are blocking, blur, edge-based image activity, gradient-based im-
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Table 2: Overview of reduced-reference quality metrics

-

Image size

176 × 144 (QCIF)

Medium

MPEG-2

Domain

MPEG-4

Features/Artifacts

Temporal

Spectral/Temporal content, blocking Spatial/Temporal

352 × 240

Ref

Motion-related content descriptors

Spatial/Temporal/DWT H.263

512 × 512

[50]

JPEG, JPEG2000 768 × 512

JPEG

[51]

Wavelet-based HVS model

DWT

Various

Spatial

[52]

Natural image statistics

Temporal/Spatial

[48, 49] Blocking, blur, ringing, masking

[53]

Temporal and spatial parameters

525 & 625 line [38]

[54]
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age activity, and intensity masking. The overall perceptual quality measure
is then computed as a weighted sum of the extracted features
HIQM =

5
X

w i · fi

(1)

i=1

where the weights wi are derived from subjective experiments and reflect the
impact of each of the features on perceptual quality. The quality degradation
of a received image as compared to its related reference image can then be
obtained as
∆HIQM = |HIQMt − HIQMr |
(2)
with HIQMt and HIQMr , respectively, being the HIQM values for the
transmitted and received image. The method provides good correlations with
perceived quality despite the fact that only a single number needs to be transmitted along with the image. The drawback of this method, however, is a
non-uniform range for the different feature measures. This issue has been
addressed in [49] by introducing normalised HIQM (NHIQM) which uses an
extreme value normalisation [1] of the feature measures in order for them to
fall in the interval [0, 1]. Similar as in (2) a measure for quality degradation
can be obtained. Beside NHIQM the weighted LP-norm has been proposed
for quality prediction
"
LP,W =

5
X

# P1
wiP |ft,i

− fr,i |

P

(3)

i=1

where ft,i and fr,i are the transmitted and received normalised features, respectively, and P is the order of the norm. The LP-norm provides similar
prediction performance as NHIQM with the advantage that the different feature values are available at the receiver as additional information about the
structural degradation in the image.
A quality metric for MPEG-2 video streams is proposed in [50] taking
into account both chromatic components and the achromatic component of
the Krauskopf colour space. A total of four features is extracted on all three
components resulting in a set of twelve features for each video frame. In
particular, two features related to spectral content and one feature related
to temporal content are extracted in addition to the blocking measure in
[55]. Data from subjective experiments has been used along with the feature
measures to train and test a time delay neural network (TDNN) which is
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said to preserve the sequential nature of the video stream unlike conventional
multi-layer perceptrons. Very good correlation of the objectively predicted
quality with subjective quality has been shown over a range of different bit
rates and video contents.
In [51] the concept of advanced video traces is introduced for MPEG-4
video streams. The key idea is to extend the set of available parameters in
conventional video traces, which provide for instance information on frame
size (in bits) and frame type (I/P/B), with a set of motion-related content
descriptors. These descriptors allow for evaluation on three different temporal granularity levels; frame level, group of pictures (GoP) level (a GoP are
the frames between two intra-coded I frames), and shot level. Quality predictors utilising these descriptors are then proposed to quantify the quality
degradation due to loss of the different frame types. The performance of the
motion based measure has been extensively evaluated with respect to the fullreference metric in [26] which incorporates aspects of different levels of the
HVS.
The continuous video quality evaluation (CVQE) metric proposed in [52]
is based on a perceptually motivated multi-channel decomposition using the
discrete wavelet transform (DWT). A variable amount of coefficients to be
transmitted allows for a scalable overhead. A masking model based on the
generalised gain control formulation [20] is implemented leading to the channel
response
wkp (ak,Θ (m, n, t))p
P
rk,Θ (m, n, t) =
(4)
b + wkq Θ (ak,Θ (m, n, t))q
where ak,Θ (m, n, t) are the contrast values, k and Θ, respectively, are scale
and orientation of the DWT decomposition, and wkp is an excitatory and wkq
an inhibitory weight. The distortions between reference and distorted frame
at time instant t are then computed as the absolute difference between the
channel responses
¯
¯
¯ ref
¯
dist
d(m, n, t) = ¯rk,Θ
(m, n, t) − rk,Θ
(m, n, t)¯
(5)
To obtain an objective measure of quality degradation, the distortions d(m, n, t)
have been converted using a non-symmetric function [10]. Subjective experiments data has been used to evaluate the objective measures of CVQE concluding that the metric performs better the higher the allocated bandwidth
(by means of DWT coefficients) for the reduced-reference is.
In [53] a quality metric has been proposed that is based on a natural
image statistic model in the wavelet domain. The authors state that many
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image distortions lead to significant changes in wavelet coefficient histograms.
The method utilises a 3-scale and 4-orientation steerable pyramid decomposition [56] for the wavelet decomposition which avoids aliasing between the
resulting twelve subbands. The PDF of the wavelet coefficients are analysed
in each subband for both reference and received image. The Kullback Leibler
distance (KLD) can then be used to quantify the difference of the wavelet coefficients between the two images based on the coefficient histograms. Transmitting the histogram of the reference image, however, might result in a large
overhead by means of the reduced-reference. Therefore, the reference histogram is approximated with a two parameter generalised Gaussian density
(GGD) model. This means that only two parameters and additionally an approximation error have to be transmitted. At the receiver side the PDF does
not get approximated since due to distortions the image might not be natural
and therewith not fit the GGD anymore. The final distortion between the
received and the transmitted image is then calculated as
Ã
!
K
1 X ˆk k k
D = log2 1 +
|d (p kq )|
(6)
D0
k=1

where the constant D0 is used as a scaler of the distortion measure, dˆk (pk kq k )
denotes the estimation of the Kullback-Leibler distance between the probability density functions pk and q k of the k th subband in the transmitted and
received image, and K is the number of subbands. Of the twelve subbands
only six are selected (two from each scale) to reduce the overhead for the
reduced-reference, which is then composed of 18 different feature measures
(162 bits). The metric has been verified to work well on a set of images
processed to contain different types of distortions. However, to avoid the
problem of sending the features separate from the reference over the channel,
the interesting concept of quality aware images has been introduced in [57].
As other methods before, this one makes use of data hiding techniques, but in
a different respect. Instead of using the embedded watermark for quality evaluation at the receiver side, the watermark itself contains the quality measure
as in (6) and only has to be extracted. Therewith, no overhead is introduced
and no ancillary channel for transmission of side information is needed. This
solution might also be applicable to other RR metrics previously discussed in
this section.
Finally, the General Model of the video quality model (VQM), developed by the National Telecommunications and Information Administration
(NTIA), is summarised in [54]. It has been extensively tested by the VQEG [9]
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and recently been standardised by the American National Standards Institute (ANSI) [47]. The model is said to be general purpose and applicable for
various types of coding and transmission systems. The reduced-reference is
composed of the VQM and a set of calibration parameters which have to be
transmitted over an ancillary channel. The ancillary channel has to provide
a total of 14% of the bandwidth of the uncompressed video sequence whereof
9.3% are for the VQM parameters and 4.7% for the calibration parameters.
The testing of VQM has been organised by VQEG and performed in three
independent laboratories on 525 and 625 line [38] video test material. The
General Model of VQM has been found to be comparably better than any
other metric in the test. However, this has been achieved at the cost of a high
transmission overhead.

5

Summary and Conclusions

Given the growing interest in delivery of multimedia services over wired and
wireless networks along with the advent of highly efficient image and video
codecs, there is a strong need for metrics being able to measure and quantify
transmission and coding quality as perceived by the end-user. A survey and
classification of such image and video quality metrics and favorable quality
assessment methodologies was presented in this paper.
It has been shown that most of the methodologies proposed over the years
are designed to perform best on a certain medium and image size. This approach of application specific quality evaluation is sensible since a “general
purpose” metric for various media types might be too complex due to need
for scalability. However, more research should be concentrated on quality
evaluation of recent image and video codecs, such as H.264. Furthermore,
by the number of proposed metrics it can be observed that research in RR
quality assessment seems to lack behind the NR quality assessment. The authors opinion, however, is that RR quality assessment methods should receive
stronger attention as they are a good compromise between FR and NR methods. Their main advantage over NR methods is the capability of providing a
measure of quality degradation instead of an absolute quality measure. On
the other hand, the overhead of the reduced-reference becomes a critical issue
in metric design. Finally, a fairly unexplored research field is the assessment
of combined effects of video quality and audio quality [58]. In order to measure the overall quality of video one needs to define a mutual measure of
audiovisual quality.
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Abstract
The rapid growth of third and development of future generation mobile systems has led to an increase in the demand for image and video
services. However, the hostile nature of the wireless channel makes the
deployment of such services much more challenging, as in the case of a
wireline system. In this context, the importance of taking care of user
satisfaction with service provisioning as a whole has been recognized.
The related user-oriented quality concepts cover end-to-end quality of
service and subjective factors such as experiences with the service. To
monitor quality and adapt system resources, performance indicators
that represent service integrity have to be selected and related to objective measures that correlate well with the quality as perceived by
humans. Such objective perceptual quality metrics can then be utilized
to optimize quality perception associated with applications in technical
systems.
In this paper, we focus on the design of reduced-reference objective
perceptual image quality metrics for use in wireless imaging. Specifically, the Normalized Hybrid Image Quality Metric (NHIQM) and a
perceptual relevance weighted Lp -norm are designed. The main idea
behind both feature-based metrics relates to the fact that the human
visual system (HVS) is trained to extract structural information from
the viewing area. Accordingly, NHIQM and Lp -norm are designed to
account for different structural artifacts that have been observed in our
distortion model of a wireless link. The extent by which individual artifacts are present in a given image is obtained by measuring related image
features. The overall quality measure is then computed as a weighting
sum of the features with the respective perceptual relevance weight ob-
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tained from subjective experiments. The proposed metrics differ mainly
in the pooling of the features and amount of reduced-reference produced.
While NHIQM performs the pooling at the transmitter of the system
to produce a single value as reduced-reference, the Lp -norm requires all
involved feature values from the transmitted and received image to perform the pooling on the feature differences at the receiver. In addition,
non-linear mapping functions are developed that relate the metric values to predicted mean opinion scores (MOS) and account for saturations
in the HVS. The evaluation of prediction performance of NHIQM and
the Lp -norm reveals their excellent correlation with human perception
in terms of accuracy, monotonicity, and consistency. This holds not
only for the prediction performance on images taken for the training
of the metrics but also for the generalization to unknown images. In
addition, it is shown that the NHIQM approach and the perceptual relevance weighted Lp -norm outperform other prominent objective quality
metrics in prediction performance.

1

Introduction

The development of advanced transmission techniques for third generation
mobile communication systems and their long-term evolution has paved the
way for the delivery of mobile multimedia services. Wireless imaging applications are among those services that are offered on modern mobile devices to
support communication options beyond the traditional voice services. As the
bandwidth resources allocated to mobile communication systems are scarce
and expensive, digital images and videos are compressed prior to their transmission. In addition, the time-varying nature of the wireless channel caused
by multipath propagation, the changing interference conditions within the
system, and other factors cause the channel to be relatively unreliable. As a
consequence, the quality of wireless imaging services are impaired not only by
the lossy compression technique adapted but also by the burst error mechanisms induced by the wireless channel.
The performance evaluation of mobile multimedia systems has conventionally been based on link layer metrics such as the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR)
and the bit error rate (BER) [21]. Similarly, performance of image compression techniques is often quantified by fidelity metrics such as the mean
squared error (MSE) and the peak signal-to-noise ratio (PSNR) [42]. In the
case of communicating visual content, however, it has been shown that these
metrics do not necessarily correlate well with the quality as perceived by the
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human observer [9, 41]. As a result, user-oriented assessment methods that
can measure the overall perceived quality have gained increased interest in
recent years. It is expected that these methods will facilitate more efficient
designs of mobile multimedia systems by establishing trade-offs between the
allocation of system resources and Quality of Service (QoS) [23, 29]. In other
words, not only metrics associated with the underlying technical system are
considered but also quality indicators that can accurately predict the visual
quality as perceived by human observers.
A wide range of approaches has been followed in the design of such visual
quality metrics ranging from simple numerical measures [5] to highly complex
models incorporating those characteristics of the human visual system (HVS)
that are considered as being crucial for visual quality perception [18, 26, 33].
Specifically, the phenomenon that the HVS is adapted to extraction of structural information has received strong attention for metric design [1, 2, 36].
These psychophysical approaches, which are based on modeling various aspects of the HVS, correlate well with human visual perception and are usable
over a wide range of applications. However, these benefits come at the expense of high computational complexity. In contrast, methods following an
engineering inspired approach are mainly based on image or video analysis
and feature extraction, which does not exclude that certain aspects of the
HVS are considered in the metric design.
Most of the proposed HVS based metrics are following the full-reference
(FR) approach [3, 16, 28, 30, 36, 39], meaning, that they rely on the reference
image being available for the quality assessment. Clearly, this limits their
applicability to wireless imaging as a reference image would generally not be
available at the receiver where quality assessment takes place. A more appropriate metric would preferably base its quality prediction solely on the
received image. Although it is easy for humans to judge the quality of an image without any reference, it is extremely difficult for an automated algorithm
to execute. As a consequence, no-reference (NR) metrics are very rare and
typically designed to measure single artifacts rather than overall image quality [7,20,32]. Furthermore, as NR metrics provide an absolute measure about
the quality of a received image but not quantify quality degradation induced
by the transmission system, it may be difficult to execute link adaptation and
resource management procedures with this type of metrics. A compromise
between the FR and NR methods are the reduced-reference (RR) metrics.
These metrics rely only on a set of image features, the reduced-reference instead of the entire image. These features are simply extracted from an image
prior to its transmission and used at the receiver for detecting quality degra-
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dations. The reduced-reference may then be transmitted over an ancillary
channel, piggy backed with the image, or embedded into the image using data
hiding techniques [38].
In view of the above, this paper focuses on the development of RR objective perceptual image quality metrics following the engineering approach.
Specifically, images in the widely adopted Joint Photographic Experts Group
(JPEG) format are examined with typical impacts of a mobile communication system included through a simulated wireless link. This system under
test enabled us to produce artifacts beyond those inflicted purely by lossy
source encoding but to account also for end-to-end degradations caused by
a transmission system. In particular, the artifacts of blocking, blur, ringing,
masking, and lost blocks have been observed ranging from extreme to almost invisible presence. The information about the individual artifacts being
present in an image can be deduced from related image features such as edges,
image activity and histogram statistics. The extent by which the considered
artifacts exist in a given image can be quantified by using selected image feature extraction algorithms. As some artifacts influence the perceived quality
stronger than others, perceptual relevance weights are given to the associated
image features. Clearly, subjective experiments and their analysis are not
only instrumental but critical in the process of revealing the specific values of
perceptual relevance weights. For this reason, we conducted subjective experiments in two independent laboratories. The particular values of the weights
were deduced as Pearson linear correlation coefficients between the related
feature and the mean opinion scores (MOS) from the subjective experiments.
In this respect, the perceptual relevance weights obtained from analyzing the
subjective data constitute a key component in the transition from subjective
quality prediction methods to an automated quality assessment that would be
suitable for real-time applications. Given these perceptual relevance weights,
an objective perceptual image quality metric may then be designed to exploit
image feature values and their weights within a suitable pooling process. In
this paper, we consider two feature-based objective perceptual quality metrics
that mainly differ in the pooling process and the amount of reduced-reference
as follows.
Firstly, the Normalized Hybrid Image Quality Metric (NHIQM) is designed. It operates on extreme value normalized image features from which
it produces a weighted sum with respect to the relevance of the involved features. The result is a single value that can be communicated from transmitter
to receiver where it is utilized as reduced-reference. The same processing is
performed on the received image resulting in the related NHIQM value. The
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difference between the NHIQM values of the transmitted and received image
constitutes the objective perceptual quality metric and is used to detect distortions. In addition, a non-linear mapping function is derived that relates
this objective perceptual quality metric to predicted MOS. In this way, nonlinearities in the HVS with respect to the processing of quality degradations
can be accounted for.
Secondly, we consider a perceptual relevance weighted Lp -norm as a means
of pooling the image features. Specifically, the Lp -norm is applied here to
detect differences between features [4, 6]. In this case, the pooling at the
transmitter is omitted but requires the features being transmitted over the
channel to the receiver. At the receiver, the difference between the transmitted
and received features are combined to an overall quality metric. This approach
allows to track degradations for each of the involved features. On the other
hand, the amount of reduced-reference overhead is increased compared to the
NHIQM-based approach. Again, a non-linear function is utilized to map the
values produced by the Lp -norm to predicted MOS.
The design of both feature-based RR metrics follows the same methodology. It comprises of the selection of suitable feature extraction algorithms,
the feature extraction for image samples of a training set, normalization of
the calculated feature values, and the acquisition of the perceptual relevance
weights from the subjective experiments. On this basis, the weighted feature
pooling is executed and the related non-linear mapping function is derived
using curve fitting methods with respect to the training set of images. The
entire process is described in detail for the design of NHIQM while for the
Lp -norm only the final result is given for brevity.
A comprehensive evaluation of the prediction performance of NHIQM and
the Lp -norm is provided in terms of accuracy, monotonicity, and consistency
[31]. These performance measures are given for the metric design on a training
set of images and the generalization to unknown images. It turns out that the
proposed feature-based metrics outperform the other considered RR and FR
metrics with respect to the above prediction performance measures.
This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 provides background on image
artifacts and features. Section 3 introduces the concepts behind NHIQM,
the perceptual relevance weighted Lp -norm, and the state of the art metrics
selected to facilitate performance comparisons. A detailed description of the
conducted subjective experiments is contained in Section 4. In Section 5,
an elaborate statistical analysis of the subjective data from the experiments
as well as the objective data from the feature extraction are given. On this
basis, the RR metric design for objective perceptual quality assessment is
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described in Section 6. In Section 7, the prediction performance of NHIQM
and Lp -norm is evaluated and compared to other prominent objective quality
metrics. Finally, conclusions are drawn in Section 8.

2

Wireless imaging artifacts and features

Perceptual image quality metrics aim at capturing the impact of different
artifacts on image quality as perceived by human observers. Accordingly, a
set of those artifacts that are associated with a particular application needs to
be identified and connected to image features. By way of feature extraction,
structural information of an image can be revealed and used to quantify to
which degree an artifact is present in an image. In the following, several image
artifacts and related features are presented that may be observed in wireless
imaging systems.

2.1

Wireless imaging and objective perceptual quality
assessment

Assume the system under test be a typical link layer of a wireless communication system as shown in Fig. 1. The functional blocks in shaded boxes
relate to the components that would need to be included for performing the
operations related to the objective perceptual quality assessment.
Given the strict limitations on system resources such as bandwidth, the
perceptual image quality assessment would need to be based on RR or NR
metrics. As most of the existing NR metrics are designed to assess only single
artifacts [8, 32] rather than overall quality and also our aim is to quantify
degradations induced during transmission, we will focus on RR metrics. It is
therefore beneficial to extract and pool representative features of an image It
at the transmitter (t) in order to condense the image content and structure to a
few numerical values. The transmission of the source encoded image may then
be accompanied by an RR metric, which could be communicated either inband as an additional header or in a dedicated control channel. Subsequently,
channel encoding, modulation and other wireless transmission functions are
performed on the source encoded image and the RR metric. At the receiving
side, the inverse functions are performed including demodulation, channel
decoding, and source decoding. Due to transmission impairments that may
have been induced by the wireless channel, the features of the reconstructed
image Ir at the receiver (r) are extracted and pooled to produce the related
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Table 1: Image features, feature extraction algorithms, and related artifacts
Feature

Algorithm

Related artifact

f˜1
f˜2

Block boundary differences

[35]

Blocking

Edge smoothness

[19]

Blur

f˜3
f˜4

Edge-based image activity

[27]

Ringing

Gradient-based image activity

[27]

Ringing

f˜5

Image histogram statistics

[40]

Intensity masking,
lost blocks

metric value. The difference between metric values for the images It and Ir
can then be explored for end-to-end image quality assessment. The outcome
of the RR quality assessment may drive, for instance, link adaption techniques
such as adaptive coding and modulation, power control, or automatic repeat
request strategies provided a feedback link would be available.

2.2

Artifacts and feature extraction

In the framework of the aforementioned wireless imaging scenario, the transmission of JPEG images over a wireless link has been simulated. It is noted
that JPEG is a lossy image coding technique using a block discrete cosine
transform (DCT) based algorithm. Due to the quantization of DCT coefficients, artifacts are already introduced during source encoding. As a result of
the signal fading inflicted by the wireless channel, additional artifacts can be
observed such as intensity masking and lost blocks.
Given the set of artifacts along with the related features, algorithms for
feature extraction can be deployed. The selection of the algorithms to be used
is driven by three constraints, namely, the absence of a full reference image,
reasonable accuracy in capturing the characteristics of the associated artifact,
and computational inexpensiveness. The features and feature extraction algorithms deployed here to measure and quantify the presence of the different
artifacts are listed in Table 1 and will be described in the following sections.
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Blocking

This artifact is inherent with block-based image compression techniques. Blocking or blockiness can be observed as surface discontinuity at block boundaries.
It is noted that the typical block pattern that may occur in compressed images is a direct consequence of the independent quantization of the individual
blocks of pixels.
Blocking is measured based on the algorithm by Wang et. al. [35], which
extracts the average difference across block boundaries, averages absolute differences between in-block image samples, and calculates the zero-crossing rate.
The final blocking measure, f˜1 , is a non-linear combination of these features.
2.2.2

Blur

Blur relates to the loss of spatial detail and is observed as texture blur. In
addition, blur may be observed due to a loss of semantic information that is
carried by the shapes of objects in an image. In this case, edge smoothness
relates to a reduction of edge sharpness and contributes to blur. In relation
to compression, blur is a consequence of the coarse quantization of frequency
components and the associated suppression of high-frequency coefficients.
The extraction of features that relate to blur follows the work of Marziliano
et. al. [19]. It accounts for the smoothing effect of blur on edges by measuring
the distance between edges from local maximum and local minimum, the socalled local blur. The final blur measure, f˜2 , is obtained by averaging the
local blur values over all edge locations in vertical direction.

2.2.3

Ringing

The artifact of ringing appears to the human observer as periodic pseudo
edges around the original edges of the objects in an image. Ringing is caused
by improper truncation of high-frequency components, which in turn can be
noticed as high-frequency irregularities in the reconstruction.
Image activity (IA) provides an indirect means of measuring ringing. Two
IA measurements are deployed in this paper, which are based on the algorithms by Saha and Vemuri [27]. These metrics quantify the image activity
in terms of edge busyness (Edge IA), f˜3 , and gradient changes (Grad IA), f˜4 ,
respectively.
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Intensity masking and lost blocks

Intensity masking is observed as a reduction in the visibility of one image
component due to the presence of another image component, referred to as
the masker. Accordingly, intensity masking refers to the artifact when a layer
of brighter or darker intensity covers a certain region of the image. Although
the masker could be a complex texture, which leads to texture masking, this
artifact has not been observed in our simulations but only intensity masking.
In the considered applications of transmitting digital images in wireless
systems, entire image blocks may be lost due to transmission errors. This
artifact can be observed by the absence of an entire block of pixels and as
such may be considered as an extreme case of intensity masking.
These artifacts can be based on the standard deviation of the first-order
image histogram, which indicates the distribution of the image data values
[40]. In particular, intensity masking, f˜5 , will be adopted in this paper to
account for both masking and parts of the image being black due to lost
blocks.

3

Objective perceptual quality metrics

As far as applications in wireless imaging are concerned, it is desirable to
design and deploy RR metrics for objective perceptual quality assessment. In
the sequel, we will consider two such metrics that are based on a weighted
combination of image features representing the artifacts contained in an image. Firstly, we introduce NHIQM, which linearly combines relevant extreme
value normalized image features to a single quality value. Secondly, a perceptual relevance weighted version of the Lp -norm is proposed, which calculates
a weighted sum of image feature differences between original and impaired
image. In both cases, only image feature related information has to be communicated from the transmitter to the receiver. It is noted that the respective
image features are extracted with related image processing algorithms (see
Section 2), while the actual weights used for feature combination have been
deduced from subjective experiments (see Section 4).

3.1

Normalized hybrid image quality metric

The proposed NHIQM follows the design philosophy of our previous work
that resulted in the Hybrid Image Quality Metric (HIQM) [14, 15]. Although
HIQM inherently uses feature relevance weights, the actually feature values
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have generally different meaning and different value ranges. As a consequence,
it may be difficult to explore the resulting feature space for classification purposes and quality assessment if only relevance weighting was used as with
HIQM. It is therefore suggested here to perform also an extreme value normalization to the features. This normalization allows for a more convenient
and meaningful comparison of the contribution of each feature to the overall
metric, as they are then taken from the same value range.
Specifically, let us distinguish among I different image features. The related feature values f˜i , i = 1, . . . , I, shall be normalized as follows [22]:
f˜i −
fi =

min (f˜i,k )

k=1,...,K

,

δi

i = 1, . . ., I

(1)

where the feature values f˜i,k , k = 1, . . . , K are taken from a set K of size K. In
our case, these features were extracted from the images used in the subjective
experiments. Furthermore, the normalization factor δi in (1) is given by
δi =

max (f˜i,k ) −

k=1,...,K

min (f˜i,k )

k=1,...,K

(2)

The proposed NHIQM is then defined as a weighted sum of the extreme
value normalized features as
N HIQM =

I
X

wi fi

(3)

i=1

where wi denotes the relevance weight of the associated feature fi . Clearly,
this RR metric is particularly beneficial for objective perceptual quality assessment in wireless imaging, as the reduced-reference is represented by only
one single value for a given image. Accordingly, NHIQM can be communicated from the transmitter to the receiver whilst imposing very little stress
on the bandwidth resources.
Regarding applications in wireless imaging, NHIQM can be calculated for
the transmitted image It and received image Ir , resulting in the corresponding
values N HIQMt and N HIQMr at the transmitter and receiver, respectively.
Provided that the N HIQMt value is communicated to the receiver, structural
differences between the images at both ends may simply be represented by
the absolute difference
∆N HIQM = |N HIQMt − N HIQMr |

(4)
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As far as the extreme value normalized features defined by (1) are concerned, it should be mentioned that the boundary conditions
0 ≤ fi,k ≤ 1

(5)

apply to those normalized feature values fi,k which are associated with the
feature values f˜i,k ∈ K of the images used in the experiments. In a practical
system, it may also be beneficial to clip the normalized feature values that are
actually calculated in a real-time wireless imaging application to fall in the
interval [0, 1] as well. For instance, severe signal fading in a wireless channel
can result in significant image impairments at particular times causing the
user-perceived quality to fall in a region where the HVS is saturated to notice
further degradation.

3.2

Perceptual relevance weighted Lp -norm

The Lp -norm, also referred to as Minkowski metric, is a distance measure
commonly used to quantify similarity between two signals or vectors. In
image processing it has been applied, for instance, with the percentage scaling
method [25] and the combining of impairments in digital image coding [24].
In this paper, we incorporate the relevance weighting for the extreme value
normalized features into the calculation of the Lp -norm. This modification of
the Lp -norm shall be defined as follows:
"
Lp =

I
X

# p1
wip |ft,i

− fr,i |

p

(6)

i=1

where ft,i and fr,i denote the ith feature value of the transmitted and the
received image, respectively.
Although the Lp -norm belongs to the class of RR metrics, it requires more
transmission resources compared to ∆N HIQM , as all feature values need to
be communicated from the transmitter to the receiver. A reduction of information to be communicated could be obtained if features with low relevance
weight are removed from the calculation. Hence, overhead may be traded
off at the expense of a reduction in information about structural degradation
associated with each feature.
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Other objective quality metrics

A number of objective quality metrics have been developed in recent years.
Some of these state of the art metrics have been selected to allow for a performance comparison with the proposed feature-based ∆N HIQM and the Lp norm (see Section 7). Specifically, the reduced-reference image quality assessment (RRIQA) technique proposed in [37] is chosen as a prominent member
of the class of RR metrics. In addition, the structural similarity (SSIM) index [36], visual information fidelity (VIF) criterion [28], and the peak signalto-noise ratio (PSNR) [22] are chosen as the FR metrics. It is noted that FR
metrics would not be suitable for the considered wireless imaging scenario but
rather serve to benchmark prediction performance, which can be expected to
be high due to the utilization of the reference image.

• RRIQA: This metric is based on a natural image statistic model in the
wavelet domain. Image distortion is obtained from the estimation of
the Kullback-Leibler distance between the marginal probability densities
of wavelet coefficients in the subbands of the reference and distorted
images. The overhead needed to represent the reduced-reference features
is given as 162 bits [37].
• SSIM: This metric is based on measuring structural distortions in images
by comparing luminance, contrast, and structures of objects in a scene.
The final outcome of the comparison, the SSIM index, quantifies the
structural similarity between the reference and the distorted image.
• VIF: The VIF criterion is centered around exploring information theoretical measures to quantify the loss of image information due to the
distortion process. In this sense, the VIF criterion uses natural scene
statistics to connect image information with visual quality.
• PSNR: Image fidelity is an indication about the similarity between the
reference and distorted images and measures pixel-by-pixel closeness
between those pairs. The PSNR [22] is the most commonly used fidelity
metric. Despite being an FR metric, PSNR does not correlate well with
the visual quality as perceived by the human eye [34].
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Subjective experiments

While feature values in the proposed NHIQM technique can be obtained using the related feature extraction algorithms, their actual perceptual relevance
weights need to be deduced from subjective experiments. We therefore conducted our own subjective experiments that accounted for the particulars of
wireless imaging systems.
The methodology used for the subjective assessment of image quality is
described hereafter. In particular, the laboratory environment, the system
under test, the test material, the panels of viewers, and the test procedure
adapted in the subjective experiments are given in detail. According to the
guidelines outlined in Recommendation BT.500-11 [13] of the radio communication sector of the International Telecommunication Union (ITU-R), subjective experiments were conducted in two independent laboratories. The first
subjective experiment (SE 1) took place at the Western Australian Telecommunications Research Institute (WATRI) in Perth, Australia and the second
subjective experiment (SE 2) was conducted at the Blekinge Institute of Technology (BIT) in Ronneby, Sweden.

4.1

Laboratory environment

The general viewing conditions were arranged as specified in the ITU-R Recommendation BT.500-11 [13] for a laboratory environment.
The subjective experiments were conducted in a room equipped with two
17” cathode ray tube (CRT) monitors of type Sony CPD-E200 (SE 1) and
a pair of 17” CRT monitors of type DELL and Samtron 75E (SE 2). The
ratio of luminance of inactive screen to peak luminance was kept below a
value of 0.02. The ratio of the luminance of the screen given it displays only
black level in a dark room to the luminance when displaying peak white was
approximately 0.01. The display brightness and contrast was set up with picture line-up generation equipment (PLUGE) according to Recommendations
ITU-R BT.814 [10] and ITU-R BT.815 [11]. The calibration of the screens
was performed with the calibration equipment ColorCAL from Cambridge
Research System Ltd., England, while the DisplayMate software was used as
pattern generator.
Due to its large impact on the artifact perceivability, the viewing distance
must be taken into consideration when conducting a subjective experiment.
The viewing distance is in the range of four times (4H) to six times (6H) the
height H of the CRT monitors, as stated in Recommendation ITU-R BT.1129-
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2 [12]. The distance of 4H was selected here in order to provide better image
details to the viewers.

4.2

System under test

A wireless communication scenario was used as the system under test as shown
in Fig. 1 (see Section 2). It consists of typical functions found in many wireless communication systems including source encoder, channel encoder, modulator at the transmitter and the inverse functions at the receiver. The test
images were encoded into JPEG format prior to transmission. A (31, 21) BoseChaudhuri-Hocquenghem (BCH) code was used for error protection purposes
and modulated using binary phase shift keying (BPSK). In the simulations,
an uncorrelated flat Rayleigh fading channel in the presence of additive white
Gaussian noise (AWGN) was implemented. The average bit energy to noise
power spectral density ratio Eb /N0 was chosen as 5 dB to produce severe
transmission conditions.
This particular system under test turned out to be beneficial with respect
to generating impaired images with extreme artifacts and images with almost
invisible artifacts. Specifically, the range of artifacts spanned beyond those
typically induced by source encoding such as blocking and blur but also comprised of ringing, intensity masking, and lost blocks and combinations thereof
(see Fig. 2).

4.3

Test material

The test material in each subjective experiment consisted of forty JPEG images of dimension 512 × 512 pixels and were represented in gray scale. The
original images were chosen such that they span over a variety of textures,
complexities, and arrangements. As JPEG is a lossy coding technique based
on a discrete cosine transform (DCT) with the DCT being independently applied in 8 × 8 blocks, it introduces differences across block boundaries which
may be perceived as blocking artifacts. Furthermore, JPEG achieves compression through quantization of DCT coefficients within each block leading to loss
of high frequency components in the image signal. This in turn causes blur
artifacts within the 8×8 blocks. The simulated wireless link caused additional
artifacts to occur at the receiving end. Accordingly, images were selected to
comprise of a wide range of blocking, blur, ringing, intensity masking, and
lost blocks.
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Figure 2: Distorted image samples showing different artifacts: “Lena” with
blocking, “Goldhill” with blur in 8 × 8 blocks (top); “Pepper” with ringing
and intensity masking, “Barbara” with extreme artifacts (bottom).
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Test material of subjective experiment 1

Specifically, the selected images for SE 1 were “Lena”, “Goldhill”, “Elaine”,
“Pepper”, “Tiffany”, and “Mandrill” as shown in Figs. 3-4. In the first section
of this experiment, only the image “Lena” with different artifacts was shown
to observe human response to homogeneous images. In the second section,
the images “Goldhill”, “Elaine”, “Pepper”, “Tiffany”, and “Mandrill” were
shown, in order to study the viewer’s response to heterogeneous images with
different complexity. The second section is especially useful in observing the
cross image quality assessment, which is more difficult than assessing the
quality of a homogeneous image.
4.3.2

Test material of subjective experiment 2

The selected images for SE 2 were “Lena”, “Barbara”, “Elaine”, “Tiffany”,
“Goldhill”, “Pepper”, and “Mandrill” as shown in Figs. 3-4. In the first
section, images “Lena”, “Barbara”, “Elaine”, and “Tiffany”, which are low
texture human faces, were shown. In order to observe human response to
more complex textures, the images “Goldhill”, “Pepper”, and “Mandrill” were
shown in the second section. These two different image characteristics were
chosen for this experiment, as the effect of textures on the quality needs to
be included in the development of a perceptual objective quality metric.

4.4

Viewers

The test subjects, also referred to as viewers, are the respondents in the
experiment. Experienced viewers, i.e. individuals that are professionally involved in image quality evaluation/assessment at their work, are not eligible
to participate in the subjective experiments. As such, only inexperienced (or
non-expert) viewers were allowed to take part in the conducted subjective
experiments. In order to support generalization of results and statistical significance of the collected subjective data, the experiments were conducted
in two different laboratories with 30 non-expert viewers used in each experiment. Thus, the minimum requirement of at least 15 viewers, as recommended
in [13], is well satisfied. In order to support consistency and eliminate systematic differences among results at the different testing laboratories, similar
panels of test subjects in terms of occupational category, gender, and age were
established.
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Figure 3: Reference images showing low texture human faces: “Lena”,
“Elaine” (top); “Tiffany”, “Barbara” (bottom).

Figure 4: Reference images showing complex textures: “Goldhill”, “Pepper”,
and “Mandrill” (left to right).
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Viewers in subjective experiment 1

Thirty non-expert test subjects, 25 males and 5 females, participated in SE 1.
They were all university staff and students. Their ages were distributed in
the range of 21 to 39 years with the average age being 27 years.

4.4.2

Viewers in subjective experiment 2

Thirty non-expert test subjects, 24 males and 6 females, participated in SE 2.
Again, they were all university staff and students. Their ages were distributed
in the range of 20 to 53 years with the average age being 27 years.

4.5
4.5.1

Test procedure
Selection of test method

Different methodologies are provided in detail in [13] to best match the objectives and circumstances of the assessment problem. The methodologies are
mainly classified into two categories, as double-stimulus and single-stimulus.
In double-stimulus, the reference image is presented to the viewer along with
the test image. On the other hand, in single-stimulus, the reference image is
not explicitly presented and may be shown transparently to the subject for
judgement consistency observation purpose.
As the considered feature-based metrics, ∆N HIQM and Lp -norm, belong
to the class of RR metrics, where partial information related to the reference image is available, methods which include the reference image during
the subjective experiment seem to be appropriate. There are two categories
of double-stimulus methods, namely, the double-stimulus continuous quality
scale (DSCQS) and the double-stimulus impairment scale (DSIS). Since quality assessment rather than impairment assessment is the main interest of the
research reported in this paper, the DSCQS test method becomes more favorable than the DSIS test method. Moreover, DSCQS has been shown to have
low sensitivity to contextual effects [13,31]. Contextual effects occur when the
subjective rating of an image is influenced by presentation order and severity
of impairments. This relates to the phenomenon that test subjects may tend
to give an image a lower score than it might have normally been given if its
presentation was scheduled after a less distorted image.
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Presentation of test material

The test sessions were divided into two sections. Each section lasted up to
30 minutes and consisted of a stabilization and a test trial. The stabilization
trials were used as a warm-up to the actual test trial in each section. In
addition, a training trial was conducted only once at the very beginning of
the test session to demonstrate the test procedure to the viewer and allow
them to familiarize themselves with the test mechanism. Clearly, the scores
obtained during the training and stabilization trials are not processed but only
the scores given during the test trials are analyzed. A time slot for questions
and answers is provided between training and stabilization trial in the first
section of the session while no interruption is permitted between stabilization
trial and test trial. In order to reduce the viewer’s fatigue, a 15 minutes break
was given between sections.
Given the DSCQS method, pairs of images A and B are presented in
alternating order to the viewers for assessment. Both images are from the
same source with one image being the original image and the other being
the distorted image. The undistorted image serves as a reference, while the
distorted image captures the impact of the system under test on the original
image. As the DSCQS method is quite sensitive to small quality differences,
it is also well suited to cope with subjective tests when the quality of original
and distorted image is similar.
4.5.3

Grading scale

The grading is performed with reference to a five-point quality scale (Excellent, Good, Fair, Poor, Bad), which is used to divide the continuous grading
scale into five partitions of equal length. Given the pair of images A and
B, the viewer is requested to assess their quality by placing a mark on each
quality scale. As the original and distorted image appear in pseudo random
order, A and B may refer to either the undistorted or the impaired image
depending on the actual arrangement of images in an assessment pair.

5

Subjective data and feature analysis

In this section, we condense the large amount of data gathered from the two
subjective experiments with respect to the opinion scores that were given by
the individual viewers. A concise representation of this data can be achieved
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by calculating conventional statistics such as the mean, variance, skewness,
and kurtosis of the related distribution of scores.
On this basis, the extent to which the different features were present in
the stimuli shown to the viewers is examined. This will provide insights into
the relationship between features and MOS.

5.1

Subjective data analysis

The statistical analysis of the data from the subjective experiments reflects
the fact that perceived quality is a subjective measure and hence may be
described statistically.
5.1.1

Mean score, confidence interval, and variance

Let the MOS value for the k th image in a set K of size K be denoted here as
µk . Then, we have
µk =

N
1 X
uj,k
N j=1

(7)

where uj,k denotes the opinion score given by the j th viewer to the k th image
and N is the number of viewers. The confidence interval associated with the
MOS of each examined image is given by
[µk − ²k , µk + ²k ]

(8)

It is noted that the deviation term ²k in (8) can be derived from the standard
deviation σk and the number N of viewers and is given for a 95% confidence
interval according to [13] by
σk
²k = 1.96 √
N

(9)

where the standard deviation σk for the k th image is defined as the square
root of the variance
N

σk2 =

1 X
(uj,k − µk )2
N − 1 j=1

(10)
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Skewness

The skewness measures the degree of asymmetry of data around the mean
value of a distribution of samples. In the context of the subjective ratings
of perceived image quality, a negative skewness translates to the subjective
scores being more spread towards lower values than the MOS. Otherwise, if
the skewness is positive, then the subjective scores are more spread to higher
values than the MOS. Specifically, the skewness is defined by the second and
third central moments m2 and m3 , respectively, as
β=

m3
3/2

m2

(11)

where the lth central moment ml is defined as
ml =

5.1.3

N
1 X
(uj − µ)l
N j=1

(12)

Kurtosis

The peakedness of a distribution can be quantified by the kurtosis, which
measures how outlier-prone a distribution is. The kurtosis is defined by the
second and fourth central moments m2 and m4 , respectively, as
γ=

m4
m22

(13)

It should be mentioned that the kurtosis of the normal distribution is
obtained as 3. If the considered distribution is more outlier-prone than the
normal distribution, it results in a kurtosis greater than 3. On the other hand,
if it is less outlier-prone than the normal distribution, it gives a kurtosis less
than 3. A distribution of scores is usually considered as normal if the kurtosis
is between 2 and 4.
5.1.4

Statistical analysis

Figs. 5(a)-(b) show the scatter plots of MOS for SE 1 and SE 2, respectively.
The forty images in each experiment are ordered with respect to decreasing
subjective ratings in MOS. It can be seen from the figures that the material
presented to the viewers resulted in a wide range of perceptual quality ratings
indeed for both subjective experiments. As such, both experiments contained
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Figure 5: Perceived quality ordered according to decreasing MOS with error
bars indicating the 95% confidence intervals: (a) Subjective experiment 1, (b)
Subjective experiment 2.
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the extreme cases of excellent and bad image quality while the intermediate
quality decreases approximately linearly in between. It is also observed that
the spread of ratings around the MOS in terms of the 95% confidence interval is generally narrower for the images at the upper and lower end of the
perceptual quality scale.
Figs. 6(a)-(b) and 7(a)-(b) show the MOS, variance, skewness, and kurtosis, respectively, for each image sample that was rated in the two subjective
experiments. The figures also depict the related fits to these statistics, which
reveal good agreement among the data for the two subjective experiments as
the fits progress closely in the same manner over the ordered image samples.
Fig. 6(a) depicts the impaired image samples with respect to decreasing
MOS along with the linear fit through this data. It can be seen from the
figure, that the linear fit for both experiments are very close. This indicates
that the set of image samples used in the two independent experiments at
WATRI and BIT comprised of a similar range of quality impairments.
Fig. 6(b) shows the variance for each image sample. It can clearly be
seen from the figure that the variance is relatively small for images that have
obtained either excellent or bad subjective quality ratings. In contrast, in
the region where perceptual quality of the impaired images ranges between
good and poor, the variance tends to be larger. In other words, the viewers
appear to be rather sure whether an image sample is of excellent or bad quality
while opinions about images of average quality may differ to a wider extent.
The same conclusions can be drawn from the confidence intervals shown in
Fig. 5(a)-(b), which are narrower for images rated as being excellent and bad.
Fig. 7(a) shows the skewness for each image sample. For the images that
were perceived as being of high quality, the negative skewness indicates that
subjective scores tend to be asymmetrically spread around the MOS towards
lower opinion scores. In the other extreme of image quality being perceived
as bad, the positive skewness points to an asymmetrically spread around the
MOS towards higher opinion scores. Although the variance for images of average quality is larger, subjective scores seem to be symmetrically distributed
with respect to MOS, as the skewness around zero reveals. The asymmetry in
subjective scores for the extreme cases of excellent and bad quality is thought
to be due to the rating scale being limited to 100 and 0, respectively. As such,
subjective scores have to approach the maximal and minimal possible rating
from below or above, respectively.
Fig. 7(b) provides the kurtosis for each impaired image sample. It can be
seen from the figure, that the distribution of subjective scores for some of the
images scoring high MOS values in both experiments give large kurtosis indi-
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Figure 6: Statistics of opinion scores for the impaired image samples: (a)
MOS, (b) Variance.
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Figure 7: Statistics of opinion scores for the impaired image samples: (a)
Skewness, and (b) Kurtosis.
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cating the presence of outliers greater than if it was normal distributed. With
the progression of images towards decreasing MOS, the associated kurtosis
fits quickly level out to a constant around the value 3, pointing to a normal
distribution.

5.2

Feature analysis

Regarding the design of RR quality metrics, it is of interest to examine the
extent to which different features are present in the stimuli and to quantify a
relationship between features and MOS. For this purpose, let us consider the
magnitude of normalized feature differences
∆fi = |ft,i − fr,i |,

i = 1, . . . , 5

(14)

th

where ft,i and fr,i denote the i feature value of the transmitted and received
image, respectively.
Figs. 8(a)-(b) show the magnitude of the normalized feature differences for
the image samples that were presented in SE 1 and SE 2, respectively. For
each experiment, the related forty feature differences are ranked with respect
to image samples of decreasing MOS. It can be seen from these figures that
the wireless link scenario indeed inflicted all five features but with different
degrees of severity. While for the image samples of high perceptual quality
ratings, feature differences are almost absent, the feature differences tend
to increase with the image samples that resulted in lower perceptual image
ratings. Especially, the level of blocking ∆f1 contained in the image samples
shows the widest spread and becomes more pronounced when progressing
from images of excellent to bad perceptual quality. A similar behavior is
observed for edge-based image activity ∆f3 but appears not as developed
as for blocking. As far as the remaining three features are concerned, these
become less prevalent for most of the images but large for some of the stimuli.
In particular, gradient-based image activity ∆f4 and intensity masking ∆f5
occur very distinctively with selected image samples while being almost absent
from the majority of image samples.
5.2.1

Feature statistics

As with the MOS gathered from the subjective experiments, the statistical
analysis may be extended to the actual feature differences. However, overall
statistics for the whole set of data, instead of image dedicated statistics, shall
be presented hereafter.
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Figure 8: Magnitude of differences between normalized feature values for the
considered image samples ranked according to decreasing MOS: (a) SE 1, (b)
SE 2.
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Table 2: Statistics of magnitudes of feature differences for SE 1
Blocking

Blur

Edge IA

Grad IA

Masking

Mean

0.253

0.120

0.102

0.053

0.022

Variance

0.043

0.017

0.014

0.015

0.009

Skewness

0.627

1.425

1.124

3.518

6.015

Kurtosis

2.082

4.120

3.241

15.010

37.466

Table 3: Statistics of magnitudes of feature differences for SE 2
Blocking

Blur

Edge IA

Grad IA

Masking

Mean

0.263

0.094

0.115

0.049

0.061

Variance

0.029

0.013

0.010

0.021

0.035

Skewness

1.066

2.495

1.072

5.461

3.785

Kurtosis

4.056

9.531

3.843

32.434

17.063

Accordingly, Tables 2 and 3 present the mean, variance, skewness, and
kurtosis for the distribution of magnitudes of feature differences that were deduced from the images shown in SE 1 and SE 2. It can be seen from the tables
that a high mean of the magnitude in blocking differences is obtained with
the examined images of both experiments. In contrast to the magnitudes
of feature differences for blocking, blur, and edge-based image activity, the
skewness is substantially shifted towards positive values and the kurtosis indicates some outliers for gradient-based image activity and masking. Clearly,
this quantifies the progression of feature differences in the stimuli as shown
in Figs. 8(a)-(b) with gradient-based image activity and masking being either
not present or distinctively developed. As with the MOS analysis, the feature
difference statistics are similar for SE 1 and SE 2. Thus, not only subjective
data is in alignment but also the composition of objective features among the
test material.
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Objective perceptual metric design

The quality ratings obtained in the subjective experiments constitute the
basis for the design of objective perceptual image quality metrics. Specifically,
the design of the proposed feature-based difference metric ∆N HIQM will be
described here in detail while the design of the perceptual relevance weighted
Lp -norm follows the same methodology. As foundation of the design, the total
set I of 80 images and their associated MOS values from the two experiments
is organized into a training set IT of 60 images with corresponding M OST and
a validation set IV of 20 images with corresponding M OSV . It is noted that
30 images are taken from SE 1 and SE 2 each to form IT while the remaining
10 images of each experiment compose IV . The training set IT is then used
for the actual metric design. The validation set IV is used to evaluate the
metric ability to generalize to unknown images (see Section 7). The ultimate
result of this design is an analytical function that translates NHIQM into
predicted MOS.

6.1

Metric design approach

A block diagram of the approach used in this paper to design objective perceptual image quality metrics is shown in Fig. 9. The fundamental steps of
the design process are described in the sequel with reference to this figure.
The first key operation in the transition from subjective to objective perceptual image quality assessment is executed within the process of feature
weight acquisition. As a prerequisite of weights acquisition, the different features of the transmitted and received image are extreme value normalized.
As a result, features fall into the same value range of [0, 1] after normalization and are hence easier to compare both individually or processed within a
metric. As the RR design is focused on detecting distortions between related
features, weights acquisition is performed with respect to feature differences
∆fi , i = 1, . . . , 5. Given the MOS values M OST for the images in the training set IT and the related feature differences ∆fi for each image, correlations
between subjective ratings and feature differences are evaluated to reveal the
feature relevance to the perceptual quality. Accordingly, the obtained correlation coefficients are considered as weights wi , i = 1, . . . , 5 of these features.
Having calculated the extreme value normalized features fi and deduced
the related feature weights wi , it is straightforward to compute a feature-based
objective perceptual quality metric x. For instance, the proposed ∆N HIQM
and Lp -norm for each image in the training set IT can be readily calculated
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Figure 9: Framework for designing feature-based objective perceptual image quality metrics.
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using (4) and (6), respectively.
The second essential component in moving from subjective to objective
quality assessment relates to the curve fitting block as shown in Fig. 9. Its
inputs are the MOS values M OST for the images in the training set IT and the
values of the objective perceptual quality metric x for each of these images.
The relationship between subjective quality given by M OST and objective
quality represented by x, is then modeled by a suitable mapping function.
The parameters of potential mapping functions can be obtained by using
standard curve fitting techniques. The selection of suitable mapping functions
is typically based on both goodness of fit measures and visual inspection of
the fitted curve. The obtained mapping function f (x) can then be used to
calculate predicted MOS values, M OSx , for given values of the quality metric
value x.

6.2

Perceptual relevance of features

The Pearson linear correlation coefficient rP has been chosen to reveal the
extent by which the individual feature differences contribute to the overall
perception of image quality. In this sense, it captures prediction accuracy
referring here to the ability of a feature difference to predict the subjective
ratings with minimum average error. Given a set of K data pairs (uk , vk ),
this ability can be quantified by
K
P

(uk − ū)(vk − v̄)
s
K
K
P
P
(uk − ū)2
(vk − v̄)2
k=1

rP = s

k=1

(15)

k=1

where uk and vk are the feature difference and the subjective rating related
to the k th image, respectively, and ū and v̄ are the means of the respective
data sets.
This choice is motivated by the fact that the correlation coefficient explicitly characterizes the association between two variables, which are given here
by pairs of ratings and difference feature metrics. The sign of the correlation
value may be neglected as it only represents the direction (increase/decrease)
in which one variable changes with the change of the other variable.
In view of the above, the absolute values of the Pearson linear correlation coefficients may be considered as the perceptual weights of the related
features. A higher correlation coefficient would then correspond to a feature
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Table 4: Perceptual relevance weights of feature differences for the images in
the training set
Metric

Weight

Value

∆f1

w1

0.819

∆f2

w2

0.413

∆f3

w3

0.751

∆f4

w4

0.182

∆f5

w5

0.385

that more significantly contributes to the overall quality as perceived by the
viewer, while a lower correlation coefficient would mean less perceptual significance. Also, if the correlation coefficient approaches to the zero value, the
relationship between the perceptual quality and the examined feature is not
strongly developed.
Table 4 shows the values of the Pearson linear correlation coefficients, or
feature weights, that were obtained for each of the five feature differences
∆fi , i = 1, . . . , 5 for the training set when correlated to the associated M OST
values. Accordingly, block boundary differences appear to be the most relevant feature followed by edge-based image activity, edge smoothness, image
histogram statistics, and gradient-based image activity. This relates to blocking being the most annoying artifact followed by ringing due to edge-based
image activity, blur, intensity masking including lost blocks, and ringing due
to gradient-based image activity.

6.3

Mapping functions

Given the perceptual weights as listed in Table 4, the NHIQM values N HIQMt
and N HIQMr for the transmitted and received images in the training set,
respectively, can be calculated using (3). The structural difference between
the reference and distorted image can then be represented by the absolute
difference ∆N HIQM between the metrics N HIQMt and N HIQMr as defined
in (4).
As artifacts and quality do not follow a linear relationship, a mapping
function is applied to the quality metric. In general, an objective quality
metric x may be mapped using a non-linear mapping function f (x). The
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mapping function may then be used to determine the predicted mean opinion
score M OSx for a given x as
M OSx = f (x)

(16)

Specifically, we will consider the following three classes of mapping functions:
 P
m


pj xj
Polynomial


j=0

m
P
(17)
M OSx ,
a ebj x
Exponential

 j=0 j



100
Logistic
1+e−l1 (x−l2 )
where the coefficients p0 , . . . , pm of the polynomial function of degree m, the
initial value a1 . . . , am and growth/decay b1 . . . , bm of the exponential function of order m, and the parameters l1 , l2 of the logistic function are to be
determined through curve fitting based on the given experimental data from
the training set.
These three classes of mapping functions have been chosen as candidates
for quality prediction due to the following reasons:
• Polynomial functions provide sufficient flexibility to support simple empirical prediction.
• Exponential functions are imposed to enable a good fit to experimental
data over the middle-to-upper range of the quality impairment measure
[17] and may be less prone to overfitting compared to functions with
many parameters.
• Logistic functions facilitate the mapping of quality impairment measures
into a finite interval. They produce scale compressions at the high and
low extremes of quality while progressing approximately linear in the
range between these extremes.
Standard curve fitting techniques have been used to deduce the parameters
of the mapping functions that mathematically describe best the relationship
between subjective ratings and objective perceptual quality metric with respect to a given goodness of fit measure. A mapping function obtained in
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this way translates an objective perceptual quality metric x into predicted
MOS, M OSx . The goodness of fit between MOS and predicted MOS, can be
specified by either of the following statistics:

• R2 captures the degree by which variations in the MOS values are accounted
for by the fit. It can assume any value in the interval [0, 1] with a good
fit being close to 1.
• Root mean squared error (RMSE) is referred to as the standard error
of the fit with a good fit indicated by an RMSE value close to 0.
• Sum of squares due to error (SSE) represents the total deviation between predicted MOS and MOS from the experiments. The smaller the
SSE value, the better the fit.

The Matlab Curve Fitting Toolbox was used to find the parameters of
the considered mapping functions. The result is provided in Table 5 along
with the different goodness of fit measures. A visual examination of the fitted
mapping functions is supported by the Figs. 10-12, which also show the 95%
confidence interval for each fit.
As far as the polynomial functions are concerned, it could be concluded
at first sight from looking only at the goodness of fit statistics that the cubic
polynomial would perform similarly favorable in perceptual quality prediction
as the exponential functions. However, visual inspection of Fig. 10 suggests
the opposite as the good fit applies only for the given data range but tends to
diverge outside this range. For example, an increase of the objective perceptual quality metric beyond the value of 0.8 would actually predict “negative”
MOS values. As higher-degree polynomials may even result in more severe
overfitting, the class of polynomials has little to offer for use in objective
perceptual quality assessment.
In contrast to the polynomial functions, favorable fitting has been obtained
for all three considered exponential mapping functions, not only in terms of
goodness of fit measures but also confirmed by visual inspection (see Fig. 11).
However, it can be observed that the triple exponential function performs
similarly to the exponential function but at the price of a larger computational
complexity due to its more involved analytical expression. As such, the triple
exponential function may not be considered further.
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Table 5: Mapping functions M OSN HIQM = f (x), x = ∆N HIQM and their
goodness of fit.
Polynomial

Parameters

R2

RMSE

SSE

p1 x+p0

p1 = −97.8

0.71

12.78

9472

0.79

11.07

6982

0.82

10.17

5792

0.79

10.76

6714

0.83

10.01

5612

0.80

11.12

6678

0.72

12.63

9263

p0 = 77.45
p2 x2 +p1 x+p0

p2 = 149.5
p1 = −199.4
p0 = 87.88

p3 x3 +p2 x2 +p1 x+p0

p3 = −493.9
p2 = 672.2
p1 = −338.3
p0 = 94.87

Exponential function
a1 eb1 x

a1 = 88.79
b1 = −2.484

a1 eb1 x +a2 eb2 x

a1 = 69.76
b1 = −1.719
a2 = 32.05
b2 = −17.39

a1 eb1 x +a2 eb2 x +a3 eb3 x

a1 = 63.18
b1 = −3.056
a2 = −175
b2 = 0.1434
a3 = 198.2
b3 = 0.041

Logistic function
100/[1+e−l1 (x−l2 ) ]

l1 = −4.613
l2 = 0.262
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Figure 10: Polynomial mapping functions: (a) Linear, (b) Quadratic, (c)
Cubic.
As for the logistic mapping function, the goodness of fit measures indicate
a rather poor fit to the data from the subjective experiments. Especially, the
compression at the high end of the quality scale produces disagreement with
MOS (see Fig. 12).
In light of the above findings, both the exponential and double exponential
mapping are selected for further consideration in the metric design.

7

Evaluation of image quality metrics

With the exponential and double exponential mapping being identified as suitable models for objectively predicting perceptual image quality, an evaluation
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Figure 11: Exponential mapping functions: (a) Exponential, (b) Double exponential, (c) Triple exponential.
of the prediction performance of ∆N HIQM on the training set (60 images in
IT and related M OST ) and its generalization to the validation set (20 images
in IV and related M OSV ) is given in this section. A performance comparison of ∆N HIQM with respect to the other objective quality metrics that were
outlined in Section 3.3 is also provided.

7.1

Prediction performance measures

The quality prediction performance of the considered objective metrics will
be quantified in terms of accuracy, monotonicity, and consistency as recommended by the Video Quality Experts Group (VQEG) [31].
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The prediction accuracy of each objective quality metric will be quantified
using the Pearson linear correlation coefficient as defined in (15).
The prediction monotonicity will be measured by the non-parametric Spearman rank order coefficient
K
P

(χk − χ̄)(γk − γ̄)
s
rS = s
K
K
P
P
2
(χk − χ̄)
(γk − γ̄)2
k=1

k=1

(18)

k=1

where χk and γk denote the ranks of the predicted scores and the subjective
scores, respectively, and χ̄ and γ̄ are the midranks of the respective data
sets. This measure is used to quantify if changes (increase or decrease) in
one variable is followed by changes (increase or decrease) in another variable,
irrespective of the magnitude of the changes.
The prediction consistency is identified by the outlier ratio. A data pair
(uk , vk ) may be declared as an outlier when the absolute difference between uk
and vk is greater than a certain threshold. As suggested in [31], the threshold
shall be chosen at least twice as much as the MOS standard deviation σvk
such that
|uk − vk | > 2σvk

(19)

Then, the outlier ratio can be calculated as
rO = RO /R

(20)
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Figure 13: MOS versus predicted MOS, M OSN HIQM : (a) Exponential mapping, (b) Double exponential mapping.

where RO denotes the total number of outliers and R is the size of the data
set.

7.2

Linear regression

Prior to the evaluation of prediction performance for the considered objective image quality metrics, the favorable mapping functions will be used to
relate the predicted MOS values to the actual MOS values from the subjective experiments. The predicted scores, M OST and M OSV , respectively, are
calculated for each image in the training set IT and the validation set IV .
Fig. 13 shows the result for ∆N HIQM using the exponential and double
exponential mapping functions. Here, the MOS values from the subjective
experiments are plotted versus the predicted MOS values, M OSN HIQM , for
the images in the training set IT . In addition, a linear function has been
fitted to the data set and is presented along with the 95% confidence interval. It should be mentioned that the fitting curves for both exponential and
double exponential mapping produce the desired linear relationship between
predicted MOS and MOS. Specifically, the range between 0 and 100 is nicely
captured for predicted MOS and MOS. The prediction performance measures
will be calculated in the sequel for these post-mapped relationships.
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Table 6: Parameters of prediction functions for objective quality metrics using
exponential and double exponential mapping
Metric

Exponential

Double exponential

Type

Name

a1

b1

a1

b1

a2

b2

RR

∆N HIQM

88.79

−2.484

69.76

−1.720

32.04

−17.39

L1 -norm

87.63

−1.840

68.15

−1.251

34.31

−13.46

L2 -norm

90.20

−2.820

69.83

−1.950

32.28

−16.24

RRIQA

102.1

−0.160

101.3

−0.157

−3.486 · 10−14

3.701

SSIM

13.91

1.715

31.34

0.446

3.964 · 10−7

18.58

10−14

33.98

FR

7.3

VIF

4.291

2.886

14.06

1.366

7.721 ·

PSNR

18.33

0.036

22.68

0.029

0

0.029

Analysis of mapping parameters

The evaluation of the prediction performance of ∆N HIQM will be presented
here and compared to the L1 -norm, L2 -norm, RRIQA, SSIM, VIF, and PSNR.
For this purpose, the parameters of the exponential and double exponential
mapping functions have been derived for these metrics as well following the
framework as outlined for ∆N HIQM including metric computation, curve fitting and mapping (see Section 6 and Fig. 9).
Table 6 presents the parameters of the prediction functions deduced from
curve fitting of the considered quality metrics to the MOS values in the training set of images using the exponential and double exponential mapping. It
can be seen from the numerical values of the parameters that distinct exponential mapping functions are produced in terms of growth and decay. The
negative decay parameter for the feature-based objective perceptual quality
metrics ∆N HIQM , L1 -norm, L2 -norm, as well as RRIQA relate to the fact
that these RR metrics represent image degradation. Thus, larger values of
these metrics correspond to lower perceptual quality. In contrast, the FR
metrics SSIM, VIF, and PSNR measure image similarity of some sort, which
is represented by the positive decay parameter in their exponential mapping
functions. In these cases, a larger metric value corresponds to higher perceptual quality. As for the double exponential mapping functions, these are
pronounced only for the feature-based objective perceptual quality metrics of
∆N HIQM and the L1 - and L2 -norm. Specifically, the growth and decay parameters for both involved exponential functions are substantially different to
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zero. This is not the case for the other considered quality metrics of RRIQA
SSIM, and VIF with the double exponential mapping functions degenerating
to an exponential function for small metric values. Due to the initial value
a2 being close to zero, the second exponential function can contribute to the
prediction only for extremely large metric values although this may still be
insignificant to the first exponential function involved. In the case of PSNR,
the initial value of the second exponential function is actually obtained from
the curve fitting as being zero. Accordingly, the double exponential mapping
function in fact degenerates to an exponential mapping function.

7.4

Evaluation of quality prediction performance

Given the parameters of the prediction functions for the examined quality
metrics, the prediction performance of these metrics is presented in Table 7.
In particular, the prediction accuracy is quantified by the Pearson linear correlation coefficient. It has been calculated on the basis of the 60 images in the
training set IT and the 20 images of the validation set IV . Moreover, prediction accuracy has been calculated for the relationship between MOS and the
pure metric as well as for the relationship between MOS and predicted MOS
using exponential mapping and double exponential mapping.
As can be seen from the numerical results in Table 7 for the metric training,
the prediction accuracy of the feature-based metrics, ∆N HIQM , L1 -norm, and
L2 -norm, outperform the other considered metrics of RRIQA, SSIM, VIF, and
PSNR. This applies for the training with respect to all three cases, i.e. the
pure metric prior to mapping and after mapping with exponential and double
exponential functions. The comparison between the feature-based objective
perceptual quality metrics indicate the comparable performance of ∆N HIQM
and the Lp -norms.
Similar observations about accuracy can be made for metric validation.
In terms of metric generalization to these unknown images from the validation set, the feature-based quality metrics significantly outperform the other
considered metrics in accuracy. While ∆N HIQM and the Lp -norms provide
an accuracy over 80% and in some cases close to 90%, all other considered
metrics fall below the 80% threshold of generalization accuracy. It is also observed that the largest accuracy being rp = 0.91 for ∆N HIQM on the training
set using double exponential mapping does not generalize as well as for the
pure metric or exponential mapping. This indicates that fitting ∆N HIQM to
a double exponential mapping may already produce some degree of overfitting. Similar trends to overfitting using double exponential mapping can be

0.833
0.845
0.821

L1 -norm
L2 -norm
RRIQA
FR

0.843

∆N HIQM

RR

0.582
0.713
0.742

SSIM
VIF
PSNR

rP,T

0.712

0.737

0.434

0.772

0.846

0.841

0.840

rP,V

Metric

Name

Type

Metric

0.738

0.789

0.632

0.829

0.888

0.873

0.892

rP,T

0.709

0.788

0.511

0.749

0.884

0.897

0.888

rP,V

Exponential

Accuracy

0.741

0.877

0.701

0.831

0.903

0.895

0.910

rP,T

0.711

0.795

0.605

0.752

0.878

0.893

0.860

rP,V

2-exponential

0.638

0.813

0.558

0.786

0.875

0.854

0.867

rS,T

0.615

0.729

0.347

0.758

0.890

0.901

0.892

rS,V

Metric, Mapping

Monotonicity

0.100

0.083

0.117

0.050

0.017

0.017

0.017

rO,T

0

0

0.050

0.050

0

0

0

rO,V

Exponential

0.150

0.033

0.100

0.050

0

0.017

0

rO,T

0

0

0.050

0.050

0

0

0.050

rO,V

2-exponential

Consistency

Table 7: Prediction performance of objective quality metrics, predicted MOS using exponential mapping,
and predicted MOS using double exponential mapping
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observed with the L2 -norm and VIF. In view of this and the degeneration of
double exponential mapping to exponential mapping with some metrics, the
exponential function may in fact constitute the most preferred mapping in
the considered context of wireless imaging.
Let us now compare the prediction monotonicity of the proposed with
the other state of the art objective perceptual image quality metrics. As all
relationships follow strictly decreasing or increasing functions, differentiation
between metric, exponential, and double exponential mapping is not required
as ranks are kept the same for all three cases. The results shown in Table 7
show that the feature-based ∆N HIQM approach and the Lp -norms perform
favorably over the remaining four metrics with prediction monotonicity well
above 80% for both metric training and validation. From the other metrics,
only VIF shows a satisfactory prediction monotonicity of rS = 0.813 for the
training but does not generalize well to the unknown images.
Finally, the prediction consistency for the training of both feature-based
metrics, ∆N HIQM and Lp -norms, is superior compared to the other four metrics. It is also observed that the prediction consistency for the validation
of ∆N HIQM is better when using the exponential mapping compared to the
double exponential mapping.

8

Conclusions

In this paper, the design of RR objective perceptual image quality metrics for
wireless imaging has been presented. Instead of focusing only on artifacts due
to source encoding, the design follows an end-to-end quality approach that
accounts also for additional artifacts that may be induced by a wireless communication system. As such, the proposed objective perceptual image quality metrics constitute alternatives to traditional link layer metrics and may
readily be utilized for in-service quality monitoring and resource management
purposes. Specifically, the proposed NHIQM approach and the perceptual relevance weighted Lp -norm are both designed to account for different structural
artifacts that have been observed in our distortion model of a wireless link.
Here, artifacts are detected by related features.
The general framework for the design of feature-based objective perceptual
image quality metrics is outlined. It comprises of feature extraction, feature
normalization, calculation of difference features, relevance weight acquisition,
and feature pooling. In addition, curve fitting techniques are used to find the
parameters of suitable mapping functions that can translate objective qual-
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ity metrics into predicted MOS. The transition from subjective to objective
perceptual quality is executed in the process of relevance weight acquisition
and the derivation of the mapping functions. In both these parts of the design framework, the results of subjective experiments are engaged to train our
feature-based quality metrics. Moreover, a detailed description and statistical analysis of the subjective data gathered in these experiments and related
objective feature data is provided.
The evaluation of the quality prediction performance reveals that ∆N HIQM
and the perceptual relevance weighted Lp -norm both correlate similarly well
to human perception on images. This holds not only for the training of the
metrics but also for the generalization to unknown images. Furthermore, the
numerical results show that both feature-based RR metrics outperform even
the considered state of the art FR metrics in prediction performance. As
the reduced-reference overhead associated with the calculation of ∆N HIQM is
condensed to only a single number, this approach may be the more favorable
choice for use in wireless imaging applications compared to the perceptual
relevance weighted Lp -norm, which requires all involved features to be communicated from the transmitter to the receiver.
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An Artificial Neural Network for Quality
Assessment in Wireless Imaging Based on
Extraction of Structural Information
Ulrich Engelke and Hans-Jürgen Zepernick
Abstract
In digital transmission, images may undergo quality degradation due
to lossy compression and error-prone channels. Efficient measurement
tools are needed to quantify induced distortions and to predict their
impact on perceived quality. In this paper, an artificial neural network
(ANN) is proposed for perceptual image quality assessment. The quality prediction is based on structural image features such as blocking,
blur, image activity, and intensity masking. Training and testing of the
ANN is performed with reference to subjective experiments and the obtained mean opinion scores (MOS). It is shown that the proposed ANN
is capable of predicting MOS over a wide range of image distortions.
This applies to both cases, when reference information about the structure of the original image is available to the ANN but also in absence
of this knowledge. The considered ANN would therefore be well suited
for combination with link adaption techniques.

1

Introduction

The deployment of third-generation mobile networks has led to a higher adoption of digital multimedia applications such as audio, image, and video. However, the data suffers from impairments through both lossy source encoding
and transmission over error-prone channels, eventually resulting in a degradation of quality. Combating these losses requires them to be measured accurately. Traditionally, this has been done with measures like the bit error rate
(BER). It has been shown that this type of measures does not necessarily correlate well with the quality as perceived by humans. Therefore, user-oriented
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objective quality evaluation, taking into account human sensitivity to certain
distortions, has received increased attention.
Two approaches have been generally followed in the design of objective
image quality metrics which in [1] are referred to as the psychophysical approach and the engineering approach. Metrics following the former approach
are mainly based on incorporation of various aspects of the human visual
system (HVS). Metrics based on the latter approach utilize image analysis
and feature extraction algorithms to perform the quality prediction. These
metrics can then be related to human perception by performing subjective
experiments.
The most widely used image quality measure is the peak signal-to-noise
ratio (PSNR) because of its simplicity and ability to measure distortions over
a wide range. However, PSNR is unable to accurately quantify structural
distortions and does not account for non-linearities and saturation effects in
human vision. Hence, its prediction performance often does not agree with
the quality as perceived by human observers. Also, PSNR as a full-reference
(FR) metric requires the original image being available for quality prediction.
This is generally not the case in a communication system where the receiver
does not have access to the original image. In such cases no-reference (NR) or
reduced-reference (RR) metrics are preferably used. The former utilizes solely
the distorted image for quality evaluation whereas the latter uses additionally
a set of extracted features from the reference image (see Fig. 1).
In this paper, image quality assessment is based on feature extraction algorithms accounting for blocking, blur, image activity and intensity masking.
This approach is supported by the fact that the HVS is highly adapted to the
extraction of structural information [2]. The goal is then to use the feature
measures along with mean opinion scores (MOS) obtained in subjective experiments to train and test an artificial neural network (ANN) for image quality
prediction. Link adaptation techniques in wireless multimedia systems may
benefit from such an ANN.
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, the image distortion
process, subjective experiments, and feature extraction are described. Section
3 discusses the ANN design, training, and testing. In Section 4, an evaluation
of the ANN performance is presented. Section 5 concludes the paper.

Feature
Extraction
Ancilliary Channel

Distortion
Process

Distorted Image
Feature
Extraction

Artificial
Neural
Network

Predicted
Quality

Figure 1: Network scenario with ANN as no-reference (solid line) or reduced-reference (dashed line) image
quality predictor.

Reference Image
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2

Subjective & Objective Image Analysis

2.1

Image Distortion Process

A set Iref of L = 7 reference monochrome images in Joint Photographic
Experts Group (JPEG) format was chosen to account for different textures
and complexity. A simple simulation model of a wireless system was used in
order to generate a wide range of image distortions. The model comprised of
a Rayleigh fading channel with additive white Gaussian noise, a (31,21) BoseChaudhuri-Hocquenghem code for error protection and binary phase shift
keying as modulation technique.

2.2

Subjective Experiments

The impact of different image distortions on human perception is based on
data from two subjective experiments. These were conducted according to
ITU-R Rec. BT.500-11 [3] with each experiment involving 30 non-expert observers. The first experiment took place at the Western Australian Telecommunication Research Institute in Perth, Australia. The test persons were
shown the distorted images from a set I1 of size J = 40 along with their
references. The 30 votes for each distorted image were accumulated to built
(1)
(1)
the MOS vector s1 = [sj ]1×J with sj ∈ [0, 100] denoting the MOS value of
the j th image in I1 . The second experiment was conducted at the Blekinge
Institute of Technology in Ronneby, Sweden. Accordingly, 30 test persons
were presented the images from a different set I2 of size J = 40 resulting in a
(2)
MOS vector s2 = [sj ]1×J with the MOS value of the j th image in I2 given
(2)

by sj ∈ [0, 100]. The test procedure and results of both experiments are
extensively reported in [4].

2.3

Feature Extraction

To obtain information about structural degradation in the images that can
subsequently be mapped to perceptual image quality, we extracted the fol-
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lowing five features for each of the images in the three sets Iref , I1 and I2 :
f˜1
f˜2
f˜3
f˜4
f˜5

, Blocking (Wang et al. [5])
, Blur (Marzilliano et al. [6])
, Edge-based image activity (Saha et al. [7])
, Gradient-based image activity (Saha et al. [7])
, Intensity masking

Accordingly, three matrices containing these feature measures may be defined as
e ref = [f˜(ref ) ]I×L , F
e 1 = [f˜(1) ]I×J , F
e 2 = [f˜(2) ]I×J
F
i,j
i,j
i,l
(ref )

(1)

(1)

(2)

where f˜i,l , f˜i,j , andf˜i,j , respectively, denote the ith feature measure of the
lth and j th image in Iref , I1 , and I2 . Also, the dimensions of these matrices
relate to the number of features, I = 5, the number of reference images,
L = 7, and the number of test images, J = 40. Given the matrices of (1), a
partitioned matrix containing the features of the total of K = L + 2J = 87
images may be introduced as
e tot = [f˜(tot) ]I×K = [F
e ref |F
e 1 |F
e 2]
F
i,k

(2)

In order to obtain a defined and finite feature space, the feature measures
were normalized into an interval using an extreme value normalization [8]
(tot)

fi,k

=

(tot)
f˜i,k −

min {f˜i,k }
(tot)

k=1,···,K

δi

,

i = 1, · · ·, I

(3)

where the denominator is computed as
δi =

(tot)

max {f˜i,k } −

k=1,··· ,K

(tot)

min {f˜i,k }

(4)

k=1,··· ,K
(tot)

and as a consequence, we have ∀i, k : 0 ≤ fi,k ≤ 1.
In the case of an RR scenario, the absolute difference between the normalized features of the distorted and reference image may be used to quantify
changes in image quality as
(1)

(1)

(ref )

∆fi,j = |fi,j − fi,l

(2)

(2)

(ref )

| and ∆fi,j = |fi,j − fi,l

|

(5)

to build the elements of the following delta-feature matrices
(1)

∆F1 = [∆fi,j ]I×J

(2)

and ∆F2 = [∆fi,j ]I×J

(6)
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The Neural Network Approach

In view of the results obtained from the subjective experiments and the related
structural image information as reported above, the overall aim is to design
an ANN that can assess and quantify image quality in terms of predicted
MOS. Accordingly, the favorable ANN needs to be trained to find associations
between input signals (image features) and a corresponding desired response
(predicted MOS). Clearly, the trained neural network should not only be able
to map known inputs to known outputs but should also be able to associate
unknown inputs to meaningful outputs. In the sequel, we will present the
considered feed-forward network architecture and describe its training and
testing.

3.1

Feed-forward Network Architecture

In general, a feed-forward ANN consists of multiple layers, in particular an input layer, an output layer, and one or several hidden layers. Each of the layers
contains various amounts of neurons. These are processing units composed of
a summation part and a transfer function. In a fully-connected network all
neurons in a hidden layer have a weighted interconnection to the neurons in
the previous and successive layer.
A fully-connected two-layer network architecture with M1 and M2 neurons
in the first and second layer, respectively, is illustrated in Fig. 2. Here, fi
denotes the ith feature at the network input. The interconnection weights,
including biases, to the neurons are stored in the matrices
[1]

[2]
W[1] = [wm1 ,i ]M1 ×(I+1) , W[2] = [wm
]
2 ,m1 M2 ×(M1 +1)

(7)

The activation functions in the first and second layer are given as G and H,
respectively. The inputs to the activation functions are denoted as u[n] and
the outputs as o[n] . In general, the superscripts (·)[n] denote the nth layer in
the network.
The choice of a suitable architecture (number of layers, neurons per layer,
activation functions) is crucial to the performance of an ANN for an intended
application. Neural networks of too high complexity tend to easily overfit
which means that they function well on the training set but show weak performance on unknown input data. On the other hand, networks of too low
complexity might result in large errors for both training and generalization.
However, it is well known that any continuous function can be approximated
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Figure 2: Fully-connected two-layer neural network structure.
sufficiently well by a two-layer network architecture given a non-linear, differentiable transfer function and sufficient neurons in the first layer and a linear
transfer function in the second layer [9]. In view of this finding, we designed
a fully-connected two-layer feed-forward network containing one hidden and
one output layer. The differentiable bipolar sigmoid function was chosen as
activation function g for all neurons in the hidden layer. A linear activation
function h was used for the single output neuron. There is no strict design
rule regarding the number of neurons in the hidden layer but in our case a
choice of 8 neurons has provided best performance.

3.2

Network Training and Testing

Let us refer to the columns of the matrices F1 and F2 containing the features
of the distorted images of sets I1 and I2 , respectively, as feature vectors f .
Similarly, let us refer to the columns of the delta-feature matrices ∆F1 and
∆F2 as delta-feature vectors ∆f . Accordingly, we have 80 feature vectors f
and 80 delta-feature vectors ∆f available as network inputs. It should be
noted that the feature vectors are used for NR image assessment while the
delta-feature vectors support RR image assessment. The related MOS values
representing the desired network responses are contained in the MOS vectors
s1 and s2 deduced from the subjective experiments.
To train the network and also test its ability to generalize unknown inputs
we need to split the available feature vectors into two subsets, a training and
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a test set. The size of the training subset has been chosen as P = 60 with
30 feature vectors randomly selected from each of F1 and F2 . Similarly, this
has been done with the delta-features ∆F1 and ∆F2 . The selection was constrained such that the training set contains the minima and maxima of each
of the 5 features and delta-features. Therewith, the networks generalization
to new input data is eased to an interpolation problem rather than extrapolation to unknown data which might exceed the training data. The training
sequences for the NR and RR image quality assessment along with the related
MOS are given by
(tr)

(tr)

Ftr = [fi,p ]I×P , ∆Ftr = [∆fi,p ]I×P , str = [s(tr)
p ]1×P

(8)

The remaining Q = 20 feature, delta-feature, and MOS vectors, respectively, were used to obtain the test sequences:
(ts)

(ts)

Fts = [fi,q ]I×Q , ∆Fts = [∆fi,q ]I×Q , sts = [s(ts)
q ]1×Q

(9)

Due to the relatively small set of training sequences, the networks capability to generalize unknown data is restricted. Therefore, special methods have
to be used to improve the generalization of the network. The most widely
used techniques are early stopping and Bayesian regularization. The former
method requires the data to be divided into three subsets, a training, validation, and test set. On the other hand, Bayesian regularization only needs a
training and a test set and is therefore preferably used on smaller data sets.
We used the Levenberg-Marquardt algorithm together with Bayesian regularization to train our network. To get the best performance with Bayesian
regularization during training we scaled both network inputs and targets to
fall in the range [−1, 1]. In a post-processing step the MOS have been reverted
to fall into their original interval [0, 100]. In supervised training the output
of the second layer o[2] is compared to the MOS, the desired response s, to
establish the error e = s − o[2] which is used to update the network weights
W[1] and W[2] . The trained network is then applied with fixed weights and
biased input fb = [f T |1]T providing the predicted MOS, p, which is calculated
as
h
£
¤i
p = o[2] = H W[2] · G W[1] fb
(10)

4

Network Performance Evaluation

A linear regression between the predicted MOS, p, at the network output and
the MOS, s, obtained from the subjective experiments has been performed.
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Table 1: Prediction performance.
rtr
NR
RR

αtr

βtr

0.933 1.02 -1.011
0.932 1.022 -1.018

rts

αts

βts

0.931 0.973 4.686
0.932 1.137 -3.35

The relationship between them can be expressed as s = α p + β, where α is
called the slope and β the y-intercept of the regression function. For a perfect
fit where predicted MOS, p, equals MOS, s, the slope α would be 1 and the
y-intercept β would be 0. The results of the curve fitting for the training
and test sets are shown in Fig. 3 and Fig. 4, respectively, for NR and RR
assessment.
To quantify the accuracy by which the designed ANN predicts MOS has
been determined using the Pearson linear correlation coefficient r. The results
are summarized in Table 1. The correlation coefficients rtr and rts and the
fitting curve parameters α and β demonstrate a very good prediction performance of the network for both the training (tr) and testing (ts) processes.
This shows the networks strong ability to generalize to unknown inputs. It
is also noted that the proposed ANN outperforms the previously reported
results in [4] which relate to RR image quality evaluation based on weighted
feature difference values with a correlation value of 0.869.
It can also be observed from the table that the correlation values for NR
and RR assessment are very similar. This suggests that information about
the changes in the structural information is not necessarily needed to enhance
prediction performance of the ANN as compared to the feature values of the
distorted image. Thus, one may deploy the ANN as an NR image quality
predictor to save the feature extraction on the reference image as well as
transmission of these features over an ancillary channel.

5

Conclusions

In this paper, we designed an ANN for perceptual image quality assessment
considering both NR and RR metrics. The feature-based ANN design takes
advantage of structural image information. The network was trained and
tested using MOS obtained in subjective experiments. An analysis of the
prediction performance of the ANN revealed strong ability of the network to
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Figure 3: Linear curve fitting for NR approach: (a) network training with 60
images, (b) network testing with 20 images.
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Figure 4: Linear curve fitting for RR approach: (a) network training with 60
images, (b) network testing with 20 images.

associate structural features to perceived image quality in terms of predicted
MOS. This applies to both, NR and RR quality assessment. As such, the ANN
may be combined with link adaption techniques that can adapt to system
dynamics as observed in wireless communications.
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Multi-resolution Structural Degradation Metrics
for Perceptual Image Quality Assessment
Ulrich Engelke and Hans-Jürgen Zepernick
Abstract
In this paper, a multi-resolution analysis is proposed for image quality assessment. Structural features are extracted from each level of a
pyramid decomposition that accurately represents the multiple scales
of processing in the human visual system. To obtain an overall quality
measure the individual level metrics are accumulated over the considered pyramid levels. Two different metric design approaches are introduced and evaluated. It turns out that one of them outperforms our
previous work on single-resolution image quality assessment.

1

Introduction

Image quality can most precisely be judged by humans themselves. That is
why subjective experiments are considered to be the most precise perceptual
quality metrics. However, this type of metrics generally is not applicable in
environments that require real-time processing. Hence, automated metrics
are needed which we refer to as objective perceptual quality metrics. Also, in
a communication system, metrics must not rely on the original, transmitted
image, since it is not available at the receiver. Hence, a metric needs to base its
quality prediction either solely on the received image or additionally make use
of extracted low-bandwidth features from the transmitted image. The former
metric type we refer to as no-reference and the latter as reduced-reference
(RR) metrics.
In this paper, we concentrate on the design of a RR objective perceptual quality metric. We summarise briefly our previous work on subjective
and objective quality assessment for single-resolution images. In particular, a
subjective experiment and an objective metric, based on extraction of structural degradations, are discussed. This approach is supported by the fact that
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the human visual system (HVS) is highly adapted to extraction of structural
information [1]. The goal of this paper then is to extend the method to a
multi-resolution analysis, by using a Gaussian pyramid, in order to account
for the multiple scales of processing in the HVS [2]. Two different metric
design approaches will be discussed and evaluated.
The paper is organised as follows. Section 2 discusses single-resolution
quality assessment. Section 3 introduces the multi-resolution metric design.
In Section 4, an evaluation of the metrics is presented. Section 5 concludes
the paper.

2
2.1

Subjective & Objective Image Quality
Subjective experiments

The impact of different image distortions on human perception and also the
quality prediction performance of an objective metric can be verified by conducting subjective experiments. This was done at the Blekinge Institute of
Technology involving 30 non-expert viewers. The experiment procedures were
designed according to ITU-R Rec. BT.500-11 [3]. A set of 7 reference monochrome images of dimensions 512 × 512 was chosen to account for different
textures and complexity. The images were encoded into Joint Photographic
Experts Group (JPEG) format. A simple simulation model of a wireless system was used in order to generate a set of 40 distorted images. In particular,
blocking, blur, ringing, and intensity masking artifacts have been observed
in different degrees of severity. The test persons were shown the set of 40
distorted images along with their reference images. The experiment resulted
in a set of Mean Opinion Scores (MOS), one for each image, as a measure of
subjective quality.

2.2

Single-resolution objective quality metric

The HVS is highly adapted to extraction of structural information [1]. To
obtain information about structural degradation in the images that can subsequently be mapped to perceptual image quality, an objective metric has
been designed based on extraction of five structural features fi , in particular, blocking [4], blur [5], edge-based and gradient-based image activity [6],
and intensity masking. In order to obtain a defined and finite feature space,
the feature measures were normalised into an interval using an extreme value
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normalisation
f˜i,k −
fi,k =

min {f˜i,k }

k=1,···,K

δi
where the denominator is computed as
δi = max {f˜i,k } −
k=1,··· ,K

,

i = 1, · · ·, I

min {f˜i,k }.

k=1,··· ,K

(1)

(2)

Here, K is the number of images in the set and I is the number of features.
Resulting from the normalisation we have ∀i, k : 0 ≤ fi,k ≤ 1. The individual
feature measures are accumulated resulting in a single value, the normalised
hybrid image quality metric (NHIQM)
N HIQM

=

I
X

wi · fi

(3)

i=1

where the weights wi can be adjusted according to the perceptual relevance
the corresponding feature. In our case we derived perceptual weights wp,i
from the subjective experiments as wp,1 = 0.77, wp,2 = 0.35, wp,3 = 0.61,
wp,4 = 0.16, wp,5 = 0.35. Specifically, these weights wp,i represent Pearson
linear correlations of the corresponding features fi with MOS. Also considered
are uniform weights wu,i = 1, i = 1, · · ·, I to account for all features having
the same impact on the metric. We further define an absolute difference
∆N HIQM

=

|N HIQMd − N HIQMr |

(4)

which provides us with an overall measure of structural degradations between
a distorted image and its reference image. Finally, an exponential function is
used to map the ∆N HIQM values to predicted MOS as follows
M OSN HIQM

= a eb ∆N HIQM

(5)

Here, the exponential character of the prediction function accounts for the
non-linearities in the human visual system. The metric design along with an
evaluation of its prediction performance are explained in more detail in [7].

3
3.1

Multi-resolution Metric Design
Gaussian pyramid generation

The Gaussian pyramid is a convenient multi-resolution image representation
that mirrors the multiple scales of processing in the human visual system [2].
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Figure 1: Full Gaussian pyramid decomposition.
A full Gaussian pyramid decomposition is shown in Fig. 1 along with the level
numbering and image dimensions for each level. In the following an efficient
iterative algorithm for the pyramid generation is summarised from [8].
The pyramid consists of L + 1 levels with the image g0 in the bottom
being the original image in full resolution N × N . The higher level images gl ,
l = 1, · · ·, L, are low-pass filtered and sub-sampled versions of the underlying
images. The low-pass filtering is performed using a generating kernel σ(m, n)
of size 5×5. The size has been chosen with respect to filtering performance and
low computational cost. Sub-sampling is done by a factor of two. Therewith,
each image gl is obtained from its predecessor gl−1 as
2
2
X
X

gl (u, v) =

σ(m, n) · gl−1 (2u + m, 2v + n).

(6)

m=−2 n=−2

For simplicity, the generating kernel is made separable
σ(m, n) = σ(m) · σ(n).

(7)

Furthermore, the one-dimensional patterns σ(m) and σ(n) have to be normalised
2
2
X
X
σ(m) =
σ(n) = 1
(8)
m=−2

n=−2

and must be symmetric
σ(i) = σ(−i).

(9)
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The density of image pixels is reduced by four from one level to the next
level up. Hence, an additional constraint called equal contribution requires
all pixels at a given level to contribute the same total weight of 1/4. The
above constraints are satisfied when
σ(0)

= a

σ(1)

= σ(−1) =

σ(2)

= σ(−2) =

1
4
1 a
−
4 2

(10)

where a = 0.4. It should be noted that the algorithm was slightly modified to
fit our original image size of 512 × 512.
For the multi-resolution analysis we considered a maximum of six Gaussian
pyramid levels for the metric design. Taking the original image resolution
and the sub-sampling of factor two into account, the highest level in the
pyramid has a resolution of 16 × 16. Images of higher levels were not taken
into account since the feature extraction algorithms do not work anymore
on such a small number of pixels. An example of the considered pyramid
decomposition is shown in Fig. 2. For better visualisation the downsampled
images were expanded to original size using the pixel replication technique.

3.2

Cross-level metric pooling

The paradigms of the objective metric design in Section 2.2 are used to calculate a quality metric across all levels of the Gaussian pyramid. Specifically,
level metrics are calculated and then accumulated across all levels to obtain
an overall quality metric. Here, two different approaches were followed. The
first one, that we refer to as G1, basically calculates level metrics N HIQMl,r
and N HIQMl,d for both reference and distorted image, respectively. The
metrics are then pooled across the levels as follows
N HIQMG1,r

=

Lm
X

ρl · N HIQMl,r

(11)

ρl · N HIQMl,d

(12)

l=0

N HIQMG1,d

=

Lm
X
l=0

with Lm being the highest level included in the metric and ρl being level
specific weights. The quality metric ∆N HIQMG1 across all levels can then be
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Figure 2: Gaussian pyramid decomposition of the first six levels (from top left
to bottom right: g0 (512 × 512), g1 (256 × 256), g2 (128 × 128), g3 (64 × 64),
g4 (32 × 32), g5 (16 × 16)).
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Table 1: Perceptual pyramid level weights.
wu
wp

ρp,0

ρp,1

ρp,2

ρp,3

ρp,4

ρp,5

0.755
0.803

0.615
0.661

0.722
0.673

0.614
0.598

0.483
0.434

0.502
0.496

obtained as the absolute difference of N HIQMG1,d and N HIQMG1,r as
∆N HIQMG1

= |N HIQMG1,d − N HIQMG1,r |

(13)

The second method G2 takes a different approach. Here, the level metrics
N HIQMl,r and N HIQMl,d are used to first calculate ∆N HIQMl for each
level as
∆N HIQMl

= |N HIQMl,d − N HIQMl,r |.

(14)

The overall metric is then obtained by pooling the level metrics ∆N HIQMl as
∆N HIQMG2

=

Lm
X

ρl · ∆N HIQMl .

(15)

l=0

For both G1 and G2 the final metrics can be mapped to predicted MOS using
an exponential function (see Section 2.2). It should be noted that in a communication system G1 has the advantage that only a single value N HIQMG1,r
needs to be transmitted whereas by using G2, as many values of N HIQMl,r
have to be transmitted as levels are included in the metric.

3.3

Perceptual relevance of pyramid levels

Similar to feature weights wp,i that account for perceptual relevance of the
features we can also define weights ρp,l , l = 0, · · ·, L that represent perceptual
relevance of the pyramid levels. These weights were calculated as Pearson
linear correlations between ∆N HIQMl and MOS and are presented in Table 1.
The weights in the upper row were obtained by calculating ∆N HIQMl using
uniform feature weights wu . Similar, the weights in the lower row were calculated using perceptual feature weights wp for ∆N HIQMl computation. We
also define uniform weights ρu,l = 1, l = 1, · · ·, L for all level metrics having
the same impact on the overall metric ∆N HIQMG .
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Figure 3: Left: Exponential curve fitting MOS vs ∆N HIQM,G2 ; Right: Linear
curve fitting MOS vs MOSN HIQM,G2 .

4

Prediction Performance Evaluation

Metrics incorporating various numbers of pyramid levels have been designed
according to approaches G1 and G2. Predicted MOS were obtained by deriving exponential mapping functions for all metrics. A linear curve fitting
between each MOS and predicted MOS has been established. An example of
the curve fittings is shown in Fig. 3. The prediction accuracy and monotonicity of all metrics were evaluated using Pearson linear correlation coefficient
rP,Lm and Spearman rank order correlation coefficient rS,Lm , respectively.
The results are reported in Tables 2 and 3. Here, the subscripts Lm indicate
the number of pyramid levels that were incorporated in the metric. For instance, a subscript Lm = 3 means that images up to level 3 have been used
(g0 , g1 , g2 , and g3 ). Furthermore, the parameters ρu and ρp indicate if uniform or perceptual level weights were used and the parameters wu and wp
indicate if uniform or perceptual feature weights were used.
Before having a closer look at the tables, it should be noted that in our
earlier work on single-resolution metrics (see Section 2.2) prediction accuracies
were obtained as rP = 0.899 and rP = 0.894 using uniform feature weights
wu and perceptual feature weights wp , respectively [7]. These values are
considered as benchmarks to evaluate the multi-resolution metrics G1 and G2.
For further comparison, we considered a RR multi-resolution metric which is
based on a natural image statistic model in a 3-level wavelet decomposition [9].
Here, we obtained a prediction accuracy of rP = 0.769.
In general one can derive from Tables 2 and 3 that G1 provides worse
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Table 2: Pearson linear correlation coefficient.
G1

wu
wp

G2

wu
wp

rP,1

rP,2

rP,3

rP,4

rP,5

ρu
ρp
ρu
ρp

0.887
0.895
0.897
0.903

0.723
0.732
0.772
0.783

0.653
0.647
0.713
0.687

0.517
0.465
0.602
0.678

0.511
0.451
0.663
0.603

ρu
ρp
ρu
ρp

0.902
0.903
0.897
0.899

0.923
0.924
0.933
0.933

0.922
0.924
0.943
0.943

0.923
0.928
0.944
0.947

0.924
0.930
0.938
0.944

Table 3: Spearman rank order correlation coefficient.
G1

wu
wp

G2

wu
wp

rS,1

rS,2

rS,3

rS,4

rS,5

ρu
ρp
ρu
ρp

0.925
0.917
0.907
0.900

0.78
0.772
0.809
0.799

0.667
0.638
0.747
0.698

0.584
0.480
0.632
0.657

0.605
0.469
0.695
0.592

ρu
ρp
ρu
ρp

0.902
0.897
0.858
0.862

0.921
0.927
0.929
0.921

0.929
0.929
0.951
0.951

0.937
0.934
0.951
0.950

0.945
0.940
0.945
0.950

prediction performance the more pyramid levels are included in the metric.
In fact, the prediction accuracies of rP,1 are similar to the results of the
single-resolution metrics. The prediction accuracy and monotonicity drop
drastically when more levels are incorporated. This observation accounts for
all four combinations of feature weights w and level weights ρ. In conclusion
we can say that G1 does not benefit from the multi-resolution analysis.
On the other hand, for G2 generally prediction accuracy and monotonicity increase with the number of levels included in the metric. In particular, a
strong increase can be achieved by including images up to level g2 and even
more for level g3 . It also is of additional benefit if perceptual feature weights
wp are used instead of uniform feature weights wu . The perceptual level
weights ρp result in only a slight increase of prediction performance as compared to the uniform level weights ρu . Furthermore, including levels g4 and g5
into the metric does not seem to have much impact on the perceptual quality.
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This can be comprehended when looking at Fig. 2. Levels g4 and g5 seem
to be too abstract to provide information of perceptual relevance. This fact
is also supported by the small perceptual level weights ρp,4 and ρp,5 . Keeping the above in mind, the best compromise between prediction performance,
computational complexity, and overhead, seems to be the incorporation of
images up to level g2 or g3 .

5

Conclusions

RR image quality metrics based on multi-resolution extraction of structural
information have been designed. Two different approaches G1 and G2 were
evaluated. A superior quality prediction performance has been achieved using
G2, incorporating several pyramid levels in the metric. The use of perceptual
feature and level weights further enhanced the metric. Previous work on
single-resolution quality assessment could be outperformed using the multiresolution approach.
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Regional Attention to Structural Degradations
for Perceptual Image Quality Metric Design
Ulrich Engelke, Xuan Nguyen Vuong,
and Hans-Jürgen Zepernick
Abstract
In this paper, regional attention to structural degradations in images
is analyzed to improve perceptual quality prediction performance of objective image quality metrics. Subjective experiments were conducted
to identify regions-of-interest for a set of natural images. A regionselective metric design is then applied to four objective image quality
metrics which were trained and validated with respect to quality prediction accuracy and generalization to unknown images. For this purpose,
data is used from subjective quality experiments conducted at two independent laboratories. It is shown that the region-selective design is
highly beneficial for the considered objective image quality metrics, in
particular, prediction accuracy can be significantly increased.

1

Introduction

In natural images, objects that attract peoples attention are commonly referred to as region-of-interest (ROI). This attraction is due to many influencing factors of which some of the strongest are contrast, shape, size, and
location of the object. In particular, humans and their faces, have been shown
to strongly draw the viewers attention [1]. This phenomenon has extensively
been utilized for ROI image coding where the ROI receives a higher coding bit
rate than the background (BG) which is particularly useful for image communication when bandwidth is scarce. In order to evaluate the gain through ROI
coding, one needs appropriate metrics that are able to independently assess
the quality in ROI and BG. Objective image quality metrics, however, are
mostly designed to perform the quality prediction on the whole image. This
does not agree well with the properties of the human visual system (HVS)
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which is highly space variant in sampling and processing of visual signals. In
fact, the spatial acuity is highest around the central fixation point, the fovea,
and decreases strongly with increasing eccentricity [2]. This indicates that
image artifacts in the ROI may be perceived more severe than artifacts outside the ROI. Furthermore, it has been shown that the HVS is well adapted
to extraction of structural information [3].
Considering the above, the aim of this paper is to determine the impact of
structural degradations on perceptual image quality in ROI and BG to enable
region-selective image quality metric design. For this purpose, a subjective
experiment has been performed to identify ROI for a set of natural images.
Four objective image quality metrics are used for the region-selective metric
design. The metrics are trained and the quality prediction performance is
validated with data from two independent subjective quality experiments. We
observed that the region-selective quality metric design substantially increases
quality prediction performance of the metrics.
The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 discusses subjective experiments for image quality and ROI identification. Section 3 introduces regionselective objective image quality. In Section 4, quality metric design and
prediction performance are discussed. Section 5 concludes the paper.

2
2.1

Subjective Experiments
Subjective image quality experiments

The design of objective quality metrics presented in this paper is supported
using mean opinion scores (MOS) obtained in subjective quality experiments
from two independent laboratories. The first experiment was conducted at
Blekinge Institute of Technology (BIT) in Ronneby, Sweden, and the other at
the Western Australian Telecommunications Research Institute (WATRI) in
Perth, Australia [4]. Each experiment involved 30 non-expert viewers. The
experiment procedures were designed according to ITU-R Rec. BT.500-11 [5].
A set IR of 7 reference monochrome images of dimensions 512 × 512 pixels
was chosen to account for different textures and complexities. The images
were encoded into Joint Photographic Experts Group (JPEG) format. A
simulation model of a wireless system was used to generate two sets IB and
IW of 40 distorted images each, for BIT and WATRI experiments, respectively. In particular, blocking, blur, ringing, and intensity masking artifacts
were observed in different degrees of severity. The viewers were shown the
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Table 1: Statistical analysis of ROI experiment.
Barbara
Elaine
Goldhill
Lena
Mandrill
Pepper
Tiffany

µxC

σxC

µyC

σyC

r0

350
260
288
278
256
235
316

99.92
42.24
65.36
60.2
8.27
84.15
33.1

344
263
204
227
339
262
231

89.51
46.96
87.79
31.99
86.14
58.85
52.95

16.7
10
10
10
3.3
10
3.3

distorted images along with their reference images. The experiments at BIT
and WATRI resulted in two respective sets of MOS, MB and MW .

2.2

Subjective experiment for ROI identification

A subjective ROI experiment was conducted at BIT where viewers had to
select an image region that draws their attention. The outcomes enabled us
to identify a rectangular mean ROI for each of the reference images in IR
and ultimately to perform the region-selective metric design. The experiment
involved 30 non-expert viewers and comprised of three trials; training, stabilization, and test. A simple training image was used to explain the ROI
selection process, followed by two stabilization images for the viewer to adapt
to the process. The actual test set comprised of the reference images in IR .
For each of the images it was observed that a few selections were far away
from the majority of the votes. These selections, also referred to as outliers,
were eliminated by adopting the criterium defined in [6] as follows
|xC − µxC | > 2 · σxC

or

|yC − µyC | > 2 · σyC

(1)

where xC and yC are ROI center point coordinates in horizontal and vertical
direction, respectively, with the origin in the bottom left image corner. Furthermore, µ and σ denote the corresponding mean and standard deviation
over all 30 ROI selections, respectively. Based on the number of eliminated
outliers we define an outlier ratio for each of the images as
r0 =

N0
· 100
N

[%]

(2)
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Figure 1: Mean ROI for the images in IR (black frame: before outlier elimination; brightened area: after outlier elimination).

where N0 is the number of eliminated ROI selections and N the number of
all ROI selections. A statistical analysis of the experiment is summarized
in Table 1. The mean ROI are shown in Fig. 1 where the black frame and
brightened region emphasize the mean ROI before and after outlier elimination, respectively. It should be noted, that in order for the objective quality
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metrics (see Section 3.1) to produce meaningful results, ROI were adjusted to
fall into the closest 8 × 8 block borders produced by the discrete cosine transform of the JPEG coder. However, considering the image size, the maximum
error due to this necessary adjustment is only 0.78%.

3
3.1

Region-selective Objective Quality
Objective image quality metrics

For the region-selective metric design we considered the following four objective image quality metrics which were originally designed for quality assessment of a whole distorted image ID as compared to a whole reference image
IR .
Metric 1: The Normalized Hybrid Image Quality Metric (NHIQM) has
been proposed in [7]. It is based on extraction of five structural features
fn ∈ [0, 1], in particular, blocking, blur, edge-based image activity, gradientbased image activity, and intensity masking. The individual feature measures
are normalized and accumulated resulting in a single value
N HIQM

=

5
X

wn · fn

(3)

n=1

where the weights wn regulate the impact of a feature on the overall metric.
More precisely, weights wn were derived as Pearson linear correlations of the
corresponding features fn with MOS MB , as a means for the perceptual
relevance of a feature [7]. Further defined is an absolute difference as a measure
of structural degradations between two images
∆N HIQM

=

|N HIQMR − N HIQMD |.

(4)

Metric 2: A reduced-reference image quality assessment (RRIQA) technique is described in [8] which is based on a natural image statistic model in
the wavelet domain. The distortion between two images is calculated as
Ã
!
K
1 X ˆk k k
RRIQA = log2 1 +
|d (p kq )|
(5)
D0
k=1

where the constant D0 is a scaler of the distortion measure, K is the number
of subbands, and dˆk (pk kq k ) an estimation of the Kullback-Leibler distance
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between the probability density functions pk and q k of the k th subband in the
two images.
Metric 3: In [3], a metric is reported that computes a structural similarity
(SSIM) index between two images as
SSIM =

(2µR µD + C1 )(2σRD + C2 )
2 + σ2 + C )
(µ2R + µ2D + C1 )(σR
2
D

(6)

where µR , µD and σR , σD denote mean intensity and contrast of images IR (x, y)
and ID (x, y), respectively. C1 and C2 are constants used to avoid instabilities
for very small µ or σ.
Metric 4: Finally, the well known peak signal-to-noise ratio (PSNR)
measures the fidelity difference of two image signals IR (x, y) and ID (x, y) on
a pixel-by-pixel basis as
P SN R = 10 log

η2
M SE

(7)

where η is the maximum pixel value, here 255. The mean square error is given
as
X Y
1 XX
M SE =
[IR (x, y) − ID (x, y)]2
(8)
XY x=1 y=1
where X and Y denote horizontal and vertical image dimensions, respectively.

3.2

Region-selective objective image quality metrics

In the following, the objective image quality metrics from Section 3.1 have
been used to independently assess the image quality of ROI and BG to enable region-selective quality metric design. An overview of the region-selective
quality prediction system is given in Fig. 2. The ROI is identified in the reference image IR based on the corresponding mean ROI from the subjective
experiment. Hence, prediction errors through automated ROI detection algorithms [1] are excluded and do not affect the region-selective quality metric
design. ROI and BG extraction is then performed on the reference images
IR ∈ IR and distorted images ID ∈ {IB , IW }. An ROI quality metric ΦROI
is calculated on the images IR,ROI and ID,ROI . Similar, IR,BG and ID,BG are
used to assess the BG quality by computing ΦBG . In a pooling stage, ΦROI
and ΦBG are combined to a region-selective metric as
1

Φ(ω, κ, ν) = [ω · ΦκROI + (1 − ω) · ΦκBG ] ν

(9)

Region-of-interest
identification
Background
extraction

Region-of-interest
extraction

I D , BG

I R ,BG

I D , ROI

I R ,ROI

Background
quality assessment

Region-of-interest
quality assessment

Φ BG

Φ ROI
Metric
pooling

Φ

Exponential
mapping

MOS Φ

Figure 2: Overview of the image quality assessment system providing region-selective metric Φ and predicted
MOS M OSΦ .

ID

IR
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where Φ(ω, κ, ν) ∈ {∆N HIQM , RRIQA, SSIM, PSNR}, ω ∈ [0, 1], and κ, ν ∈
Z+ . For κ = ν, the expression in (9) is also known as the weighted LP-norm.
However, it will be shown later that in some cases better quality prediction
performance can be achieved by allowing for the parameters κ and ν to have
different values. Finally, an exponential function is used to map Φ(ω, κ, ν) to
predicted MOS as follows
M OSΦ(ω,κ,ν)

=

a · eb·Φ(ω,κ,ν)

(10)

where a and b are derived from curve fitting of Φ(ω, κ, ν) with MB . The
exponential character of M OSΦ(ω,κ,ν) has been shown to account well for
non-linearities in the HVS [4].

4

Metric Design and Evaluation

The region-selective metric design comprised of two parts; training (T) and
validation (V). The training was performed using images IB and MOS MB
from BIT subjective experiments. The pooling function parameters (ω,κ,ν)
and exponential mapping parameters (a,b) obtained from the training are then
used to compute the metrics on image set IW and validate their prediction
performance using MOS MW . Training and validation was jointly conducted
with respect to two aims: a) maximizing image quality prediction accuracy; b)
maximizing generalization to unknown images. The former is evaluated using
Pearson linear correlation coefficient ρP between MOS from subjective experiments and predicted MOS in (10). Further, Spearman rank order coefficient
ρS is used to measure prediction monotonicity [6]. The generalization is evaluated using the absolute distance ∆ρP = |ρP,T − ρP,V | between the Pearson
linear correlations on training and validation set. A smaller ∆ρP relates to
a better generalization. All combinations of the pooling function parameters
(ω,κ,ν) were taken into account for metric design. However, no noticeable
improvements in prediction performance could be observed for values of κ
and ν larger than 5. Figure 3 shows the Pearson correlations for all metrics
over weights ω, for training and validation, and most favorable parameter set
(κ, ν, a, b). One can see that the curves have very different characteristics.
Therefore, the weights for the proposed metrics were individually assessed
and selected as follows.
For ∆N HIQM it occurs that ρP,T and ρP,V are very low where distance ∆ρP
is smallest. Therefore, the weight was chosen for maximum ρP,V to maximize
prediction accuracy, at the cost of reduced generalization. On the other hand,
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Figure 3: Pearson linear correlations ρP for training and validation of the
region-selective image quality metrics.
for RRIQA the weight was chosen with respect to maximum generalization
at only small cost of prediction accuracy. Finally, for both SSIM and P SN R
the maxima of ρP,T and ρP,V and the minimum of ∆ρP coincide at the same
weight allowing for maximum prediction accuracy and generalization. For
illustration, the weights are marked with an ellipse in Fig. 3. Taking the above
design issues into account, the parameters providing the best compromise
between prediction accuracy and generalization are listed in Table 2. One
can see that all metrics achieve the best performance for ω > 0.5. Similar
observations where made when using a linear pooling function with κ = ν = 1.
This confirms our earlier conjecture that structural degradations in the ROI
have more severe impact on perceptual quality than degradations in the BG.
The prediction performance measures, corresponding to the parameters in
Table 2, are shown in Table 3. In addition to the region-selective metrics Φ,
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Table 2: Region-selective metric parameters.
M OSN HIQM
M OSRRIQA
M OSSSIM
M OSP SN R

ω

κ

ν

a

b

0.567
0.706
1
0.522

3
5
4
1

5
5
2
5

116.145
136.763
26.224
0.204

-2.296
-0.205
1.148
2.855

Table 3: Prediction accuracy and monotonicity.
ρP,T

ρP,V

∆ρP

ρS,T

ρS,V

M OSN HIQM

Θ
Φ

0.905
0.929

0.869
0.888

0.036
0.041

0.861
0.892

0.871
0.875

M OSRRIQA

Θ
Φ

0.769
0.83

0.848
0.83

0.079
0

0.677
0.752

0.823
0.797

M OSSSIM

Θ
Φ

0.6
0.71

0.638
0.725

0.038
0.015

0.461
0.582

0.612
0.683

M OSP SN R

Θ
Φ

0.778
0.792

0.741
0.78

0.037
0.012

0.644
0.695

0.632
0.751

we computed whole image metrics Θ and derived corresponding M OSΘ from
curve fitting. These values are benchmarks to evaluate if the region-selective
design is favorable for the considered metrics. One can see that prediction
accuracy and monotonicity is enhanced for all metrics but in particular for
SSIM , which is based on structural similarities. In addition, generalization
to unknown images is improved for RRIQA, SSIM , and P SN R.

5

Conclusions

In this paper, structural degradations in ROI and BG were independently assessed to enable region-selective image quality metric design. For this purpose,
a subjective experiment was conducted to identify ROI for a set of natural
images. Region-selective metrics were trained and validated on data from two
independent subjective quality experiments. It has been shown that the prediction accuracy is significantly improved by using the region-selective quality
metric design as compared to quality prediction on the whole image.
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Quality Assessment of an Adaptive Filter for
Artifact Reduction in Mobile Video Sequences
Ulrich Engelke, Andreas Rossholm, Hans-Jürgen Zepernick,
and Benny Lövström
Abstract
In this paper, we examine an adaptive deblocking deringing filter for
mobile video sequences in H.263 format. The considered filter has been
designed with reference to the constraints of computational complexity
and working memory of mobile terminals. The post filter suggested by
the International Telecommunications Union (ITU) in Recommendation
H.263 App. III is also included as a reference. Given that fidelity
metrics such as the peak signal-to-noise ratio (PSNR) do not necessarily
correlate well with video quality as experienced by the user, we consider
in this paper objective quality metrics that can incorporate knowledge
about the user’s perception into the quality assessment. Guidelines for
choosing filter parameters in relation to user-perceived video quality are
obtained from the numerical results.

1

Introduction

Modern mobile multimedia terminals differ substantially from the devices used
in previous generations of mobile radio systems, which were mainly designed
for speech services. Especially, the tremendous advances in integrated circuit
technologies potentially allow for the implementation of powerful processing
algorithms for encoding and decoding of video sequences on a compact mobile terminal. In view of constraints typically associated with mobile terminals
such as hardware limitations, power consumption, and scarce bandwidth resources, the design of computationally efficient video compression algorithms
becomes a challenging task.
The most used video codecs, such as those based on the H.263 format
recommended by the International Telecommunications Union (ITU) and the
151
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Motion Pictures Expert Group (MPEG) standard MPEG-4, provide efficient
data compression as needed by mobile video applications. However, a common shortcoming of these codecs is the introduction of blocking and ringing artifacts. These impairments to the original video sequence are due to
quantization of the discrete cosine transform (DCT) coefficients and motion
estimation associated with block-based codecs. In more recent codecs such
as H.264 this problem is reduced by an in-loop deblocking filter. However,
for other codecs a post filter is needed to reduce blocking and ringing effects.
In order to support a justified selection of favorable filters and filter settings,
quality assessment of the filters becomes an interesting objective.
In this paper, we examine the adaptive deblocking deringing filter presented in [1], which has been designed considering the constraints of computational complexity and working memory of mobile terminals. As in [1], the
post filter recommended in H.263 App. III [2] is also included as a reference.
Given that fidelity metrics such as the peak signal-to-noise ratio (PSNR)
do not necessarily correlate well with video quality as experienced by the
user, we consider in this paper objective quality metrics that can incorporate
knowledge about the user’s perception into the quality assessment. In particular, metrics that are based on structural video properties such as features
or artifacts are beneficial as these metrics relate to the characteristics of the
human visual system [3].
This paper is organized as follows. In Section II, the main principles behind
the examined adaptive filter for artifact reduction due to video compression
algorithms are presented. The concepts of the perceptual-based video quality
assessment approach are described in Section III. The considered metrics used
to support the quality assessment of the examined adaptive filter are also
provided. Numerical examples for a variety of filter settings are reported and
discussed in Section IV. Finally, conclusions are drawn in Section V.

2

Adaptive Filter for Artifact Reduction

The adaptive deblocking deringing filter that is examined in this paper has
been presented in [1]. This adaptive filter operates as a post-processing step
after a hybrid differential pulse code modulation (DPCM) transform codec
that uses 8 × 8 blocks for spatial decorrelation as with H.263 and MPEG-4.
The filter is adapted on the level of compression where higher compression
results in increased filtering. It can be adjusted in two ways; the amount or
level of filtering of the frame being processed and the filter strength. The
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Level 3

Figure 1: Filter levels with reference to 8×8 blocks of pixels.
level of filtering refers to the amount of pixels of each block that are being
processed. In this paper, we apply filtering to the luminance data in three
levels as follows (see also Fig. 1) while chrominance data is not considered in
this work:
L1: Only the first tier of border pixels in every 8×8 block,
L2: The first and second tier of pixels in every 8×8 block,
L3: The entire 8×8 pixels in every block are filtered.
The strength of the filter refers to how much low-pass filtering a certain
compression level results in. The compression level is related to the quantization parameter (QP). The different filter strengths are achieved by adding
an offset to the QP value at the input of the filter weight generator. In the
sequel, we consider the following cases:
S0: Deblocking filtering is not performed,
S1: Nominal strength,
S2: An offset of 4 is added,
S3: An offset of 6 is added.

3

Perceptual-based Video Quality Assessment

For comparison purposes, we take the fidelity metric PSNR into account and
the measure of structural information (SSIM) proposed in [3]. Then, we briefly
review the ideas behind the hybrid image quality metric (HIQM) that has been
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proposed in [4] and then modify this approach to suit both the particulars of
quality assessment of mobile video sequences and filter classification. This
will result in the metric referred to as normalized HIQM (NHIQM) that we
propose for use in perceptual-based video quality assessment.

3.1

Peak Signal-to-Noise Ratio

Video fidelity is an indication about the similarity between a video frame and
a distorted video frame and measures pixel-by-pixel closeness between those
pairs. The most commonly used fidelity metric is PSNR, which shall here be
used with reference to video frames. Let us first calculate the average of the
square of the errors or pixel differences between an original video frame and
the related filtered video frame. This is called the mean squared error (MSE)
and is defined as
M SE =

1 XX
2
[Io (u, v) − If (u, v)]
UV u v

(1)

where Io (u, v) denotes the intensity value at pixel location (u, v) in the original
video frame, If (u, v) denotes the intensity value at pixel location (u, v) in the
filtered video frame, U is the number of rows in a video frame, and V is the
number of columns in a video frame. Errors are computed on the luminance
signal only, so the pixel values I(u, v) range between 0 (black) and 255 (white).
Given the MSE value M SE(n) for the nth pair of original and filtered video
frame, then the related P SN R(n) value is calculated as
P SN R(n) = 10 · log

m2
M SE(n)

(2)

and the PSNR for an entire video sequence of length N can be written as
P SN R =

N
1 X
P SN R(n)
N n=1

(3)

where m denotes the maximum intensity value. For the luminance component
of a video sequence with 8 bits per pixel, m is 255. It is also noted that PSNR
often does not correlate well with what is actually perceived by the human
eye [5]. In other words, a high PSNR value indicating high fidelity may
actually be perceived as low in quality by viewers.
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Measure of Structural Similarity

This metric is based on the degradation of structural information in the viewing area. Its outcome quantifies the structural similarity between the reference
and the distorted image, which in our case relates to an original and a filtered
video frame, as [3]
SSIM (n) =

[2µx (n)µy (n)+C1 ][2σxy (n)+C2 ]
[µ2x (n)+µ2y (n)+C1 ][σx2 (n)+σy2 (n)+C2 ]

(4)

where µx (n), µy (n) and σx (n), σy (n) denote the mean intensity and contrast
of the nth original video frame x and filtered video frame y, respectively.
The constants C1 and C2 are used to avoid instabilities in the structural
similarity comparison that may occur for certain mean intensity and contrast
combinations such as
µ2x (n) + µ2y (n) = 0 or σx2 (n) + σy2 (n) = 0

(5)

Similar as with PSNR, the SSIM value for an entire video sequence of
length N may be calculated as
SSIM =

3.3

N
1 X
SSIM (n)
N n=1

(6)

Hybrid Image Quality Metric

This metric uses standard feature extraction algorithms to quantify artifacts
[6–9]. A total of five features relating to blocking f1∗ , blur f2∗ , edge-based
activity f3∗ , gradient-based activity f4∗ , and intensity masking f5∗ , respectively,
are extracted and combined using the corresponding relevance weights. In
particular, HIQM is formulated as [4]
HIQM

=

5
X

wi fi∗

(7)

i=1

where wi denotes the relevance weights associated with the feature fi∗ . HIQM
has been shown to correlate well with the quality as perceived by human
observers with the Pearson correlation coefficient [10] reaching nearly 90%.
The interested reader is referred to [11] for more details on the development,
characteristics, and applications of HIQM. Although this metric can be used
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for in-service quality assessment as it stands, application to solve classification
problems may be difficult as several features with different range of feature
values are combined.

3.4

Extreme Value Normalized Hybrid Image Quality
Metric

In view of the intended assessment of the impact of different deblocking deringing filter settings on video quality, it is more appropriate to apply a feature
value normalization such that the range of values is the same for each of the
features. In our context, we normalize feature values fi∗ as follows [12]:
∗
fi∗ − min (fi,j
)

fi =

j=1,···,J

,

ci

i = 1, · · ·, 5

(8)

∗
where the feature values fi,j
, j = 1, · · · , J are taken from a training set J of
size J and
∗
∗
ci = max (fi,j
) − min (fi,j
)
(9)
j=1,··· ,J

j=1,··· ,J

The NHIQM value, N HIQM (n), of the nth frame in the video sequence
is then obtained as a relevance weighted combination of the five normalized
feature values fi (n), i = 1, · · · , 5 for that frame, that is
N HIQM (n) =

5
X

wi fi (n)

(10)

i=1

where wi ∈ [0, 1], i = 1, · · · , 5 are the relevance weights. The similarity
between an original and the related filtered video frame may then be measured
by the absolute difference value
∆N HIQM (n) = |N HIQMo (n)−N HIQMf (n)|

(11)

where N HIQMo (n) and N HIQMf (n) denote the NHIQM value of the nth
original and filtered video frame. In order to provide a quality assessment of an
entire video sequence, an average absolute difference value can be calculated
as
∆N HIQM =

N
1 X
∆N HIQM (n)
N n=1

(12)

where integer n ∈ [1, N ] denotes the discrete index of the considered frames
in the video sequence of length N .
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Prediction of Subjective Quality

The derivation of prediction functions for subjective quality is usually based
on subjective ratings that have been obtained from experiments. These subjective ratings from a group of non-experienced viewers are typically averaged to produce a mean opinion score (MOS) [13] of a particular image or
in our case translates to a video frame. An exponential prediction function
has been suggested in [11], to translate difference HIQM values to predicted
mean opinion scores (MOS). The rational behind this choice is the fact that
quality metrics are considered here that relate to degradation of structural
information and video frame distortion. Highly impaired video frames would
produce low MOS while those frames with little distortions would result in
high MOS. In addition, an exponential prediction function accounts for saturation mechanisms in the human visual system for severely distorted viewing
experiences. In the context of this paper, we therefore adopt this approach
and use the following prediction function for mapping the considered quality
metrics (QM) to predicted MOS:
M OSQM = a e−b QM

(13)

where a and b are parameters that need to be obtained from curve fitting the
relationship between MOS values from subjective tests to the corresponding
values of the quality metric QM ∈ {P SN R, SSIM, ∆N HIQM }.

4

Numerical Results

The particulars of the scenarios that are used here for assessing the quality
of the considered deblocking deringing filter for mobile video sequences are as
follows. Three H.263 video sequences with fixed quantization are examined,
namely, ‘Cart’, ‘Foreman’, and ‘Mobile’ each presented at the two different bit
rates of 48 kb/s and 96 kb/s. The video sequences comprised of 150 frames and
were given in 176 × 144 pixels quarter common intermediate format (QCIF)
at 15 frames-per-second (fps).

4.1

Prediction Functions

The quality assessment for these video sequences has been performed with
reference to PSNR, SSIM, and NHIQM. As far as NHIQM is concerned, the
relevance weights that are required in (10) were deduced from our data base
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of subjective tests for images. These tests were conducted at the Department
of Signal Processing at the Blekinge Institute of Technology and have been
reported earlier in detail, e.g. [11, 14]. Given that we process the video sequence on a frame-by-frame basis, the MOS values from the aforementioned
subjective test can be used to relate the extreme value normalized features to
user-perceived quality. Using curve fitting procedures, the relevance weights
were obtained as
w1
w2
w3
w4
w5

=
=
=
=
=

0.77
0.35
0.61
0.16
0.35

It can be seen from these values that the blocking artifact receives the highest relevance weighting of w1 = 0.77, which clearly supports the effort of
designing efficient deblocking filters. It should also be mentioned that one
would theoretically expect less blocking with more filtering at the expense
of increased blur. In view of the relatively low value of the relevance weight
for blur of w2 = 0.35, this increase may not be as perceptually significant as
compared to blocking. Finally, it is noted that the obtained relevance weights
for the extreme value normalized features are equal to the weights that were
reported in [11, 14] for the non-normalized features. This is understood to be
attributed to the fact that the imposed normalization does not effect the statistical relationship between video frame impairments and subjective scores.
In other words, the correlation between an individual feature and the MOS
values from subjective test is not affected by this normalization.
The exponential prediction functions that relate the three considered metrics to predicted MOS are obtained from curve fitting as
M OSP SN R = 17.36 · e+0.039 P SN R
M OSSSIM = 14.93 · e+1.662 SSIM
M OSN HIQM = 95.20 · e−2.782 ∆N HIQM
The accuracy of the predicted MOS with respect to the actual MOS in our
data base from the subjective tests can be quantified by the Pearson correlation coefficient. The related correlation coefficients r of these predictions are
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obtained as
rP SN R = 0.778
rSSIM = 0.600
rN HIQM = 0.894
Clearly, NHIQM achieves by far the highest correlation to the MOS from the
subjective tests followed by PSNR and SSIM. This finding is also interesting
in view of both PSNR and SSIM being full-reference metrics that rely on the
availability of the original video frames while NHIQM as a reduced-reference
metric only requires knowledge about features.

4.2

Quality of Video Sequences

Tables 1 and 2 show the results from the quality assessment of the examined
three video sequences for different adaptive filter settings and each of the
considered metrics. The numerical values for each filter level and strength
setting of the considered deblocking filter are given for PSNR in dB as well
as in predicted MOS and for both SSIM and NHIQM in predicted MOS. The
results obtained for the H.263 App. III deblocking filter are also presented for
comparison.
It can be seen from the results presented in Tables 1 and 2 that PSNR
does not support a distinct differentiation among the analyzed filter settings.
This applies to both when PSNR is measured in dB and when it is mapped to
predicted MOS. The same behavior can be observed for SSIM, which provides
only little differentiation between the filter settings for a given QP value and
bit rate.
On the other hand, NHIQM is in fact able to distinguish among different
quality levels for the different adaptive filter settings. It is observed that for
a given filter level, the quality in terms of predicted MOS is increased by
increasing the filter strength. As far as the filter level is concerned, it appears
to be sufficient to use level L1 while an increase to level L3 would actually
reduce the quality. This is because the higher filter levels do not further
decrease the blocking but increase the blur.

4.3

Quality of Video Frame Samples

Figure 2 shows samples of the 72nd frame of video sequence ‘Cart’ with quantization parameter QP = 29, bit rate of 48 kb/s, filter strength S1 and different
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Cart

Foreman

Mobil

Cart

Foreman

Bit

S0

Deblocking

No

26.25 26.24 26.24

29.08 29.08 29.08

29.59 29.54 29.51

32.10 32.02 31.99

26.27 26.25 26.24

29.10 29.10 29.08

22.70 22.65 22.64

24.49 24.46 24.45

29.60 29.53 29.50

32.10 32.02 31.98

26.28 26.25 26.23

29.12 29.11 29.10

49.66

55.57

22.80

24.53

29.64

32.07

26.42

29.25

S2

Filter

Deblocking

rate

29.00

32.10 32.08 32.06

24.49 24.47 24.46

55.27 55.25 55.22

62.06

H.263 App. III

(kb/s)

26.16

29.60 29.58 29.57

22.73 22.69 22.68

49.38 49.32 49.29

56.36

L3

96

32.04

24.50 24.49 24.49

55.24 55.22 55.20

62.13 61.96 61.86

45.98

L2

48

29.55

22.76 22.75 22.74

49.35 49.31 49.29

56.26 56.12 56.05

42.92

Deblocking Filter

16

96

24.50

55.17 55.18 55.18

62.13 61.96 61.86

45.90 45.86 45.83

L1

29

48

22.77

49.31 49.31 49.30

56.24 56.12 56.06

42.76 42.68 42.65

S3

10

96

55.00

62.14 62.09 62.05

45.92 45.87 45.85

S2

16

48

49.14

56.25 56.22 56.20

42.81 42.75 42.73

S1

19

96

62.00

45.93 45.91 45.90

S3

27

48

56.14

42.87 42.84 42.83

S1

16

96

45.92

S3

29

48

42.88

S2

10

96

S1

16

48

∗)

19

QP

27

Table 1: Quality assessment of video sequences for different adaptive filter settings and H.263 App. III
deblocking filter

(dB)

PSNR

PSNR

Mobil

QP: Quantization Parameter

(MOS)

∗)

∗)

96
48

19
27

48

QP: Quantization Parameter

Mobil

16

(MOS)

48
96

96

29

48

16

96

27

48

96

19

16

10

48

10

Cart

Mobil

Foreman

96

29

(kb/s)

16

NHIQM Foreman

(MOS)

SSIM

Cart

QP

∗)

56.13

66.68

50.31

63.14

41.28

51.82

47.57

54.89

59.99

65.48

51.84

59.49

S0

No
Deblocking

Bit
rate
S2

S3

65.94 69.32 70.37

71.89 74.23 75.06

61.72 68.25 70.57

74.91 80.73 82.64

58.69 62.81 64.41

61.91 66.71 68.14

47.47 47.37 47.33

54.94 54.90 54.87

60.50 60.53 60.51

65.95 65.96 65.93

52.58 52.59 52.58

60.15 60.23 60.24

S1

L1
S2

S3

66.39 69.98 71.31

71.50 74.24 75.30

61.24 68.03 70.41

73.94 79.23 81.05

59.03 62.30 63.85

61.58 65.96 67.51

47.18 46.93 46.84

54.91 54.78 54.71

60.67 60.59 60.52

66.11 65.99 65.90

52.79 52.72 52.68

60.42 60.46 60.43

S1

L2

Deblocking Filter

S2

S3

62.22 65.29 66.63

70.14 72.73 73.76

57.61 63.57 65.55

70.81 75.16 76.94

50.36 52.81 53.99

58.33 61.64 63.02

46.84 46.53 46.41

54.87 54.72 54.64

60.78 60.68 60.60

66.19 66.08 65.99

52.90 52.80 52.74

60.57 60.62 60.59

S1

L3

88.78

94.45

70.96

80.96

62.02

72.80

46.99

54.63

61.09

66.40

52.93

60.74

Filter

Deblocking

H.263 App. III

Table 2: Quality assessment of video sequences for different adaptive filter settings and H.263 App. III
deblocking filter
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filter levels. The zoomed version is also given for each of the frame samples.
It should be mentioned that zoomed frames have been produced using the
pixel replication technique which is a special case of nearest neighbor interpolation [15]. Distortions due to this zoom operation have not been observed
for the considered frame samples. In addition, it is noted that video frame
samples are used as a means of visualizing while the conclusions given in the
sequel are more pronounced when comparing the actual streaming videos. It
can be seen that an increase in filter level from no filtering to level L1 gives the
most perceptual improvement. This is especially feasible in the areas around
the left back wheel of the cart. The blocking artifact can be clearly seen
in the non-filtered sample in the top row of the figure. Imposing the filter
level L1, the samples in the second row are produced much smoother with the
blocking largely reduced. An additional increase in the filter level does not
appear to improve the perceptual quality for those samples. In fact, the filter
level L3 starts to introduce some blur to the sample as can be seen from the
third row of the figure. Finally, it can be observed that with the H.263 App.
III deblocking filter some degree of blocking still remains but overall provides
comparable performance as the examined adaptive filter suggested in [1].

4.4

Feature Values, Predicted MOS, and Filter Settings

Similar conclusions can be drawn from Fig. 3-5, which show the progression
of the actual feature values over the four filtering strengths. The most significant reduction in the blocking feature f1 is obtained when changing from
no deblocking filtering performed S0 to nominal filter strength S1. Further
increase in filter strength produces only minor blocking decrease. Although
the blur feature f2 seems to increase with stronger filtering as expected, the
introduced impairment is only minor. As far as an increase of filter level is
concerned, it can be observed from the figures (e.g. Fig. 3) that although the
blocking reduces for all three levels with increase of filter strength, the absolute feature value of blocking increases with increase of the filter level from
a value below 0.3 in Fig. 3a to a value above 0.3 in Fig. 3c. This effect is due
to the algorithm deployed here for the extraction of the blocking artifact [6].
This algorithm not only accounts for blocking but also indirectly considers
some degree of blur. As such, an increase of blur with the increase of filter
level in turn may cause the feature value f1 to settle at higher values. As far
as the blur feature f2 itself is concerned, it also increases with an increase of
filter level (e.g. Fig. 3).
Figure 6 visualizes the comprehensive results of Tables 1 and 2 for the three
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Figure 2: Frame samples of video sequence ‘Cart’ (left column) of bit rate
48 kb/s and their zoomed versions (right column) for filter strength S1 and
different filter levels. Top to bottom: No filtering, L1, L2, L3, H.263 App. III.
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Figure 3: Extreme value normalized feature values for the video sequence
‘Cart’ of bit rate 48 kb/s for the four different filter strength S0, S1, S2, and S3
and for (a) filter level L1, (b) filter level L2, and (c) filter level L3 (Considered
features: Blocking f1 , blur f2 , edge-based activity f3 , gradient-based activity
f4 , intensity masking f5 ).
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(c)
Figure 4: Extreme value normalized feature values for the video sequence
‘Foreman’ of bit rate 48 kb/s for the four different filter strength S0, S1, S2,
and S3 and for (a) filter level L1, (b) filter level L2, and (c) filter level L3
(Considered features: Blocking f1 , blur f2 , edge-based activity f3 , gradientbased activity f4 , intensity masking f5 ).
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Figure 5: Extreme value normalized feature values for the video sequence
‘Mobile’ of bit rate 48 kb/s for the four different filter strength S0, S1, S2,
and S3 and for (a) filter level L1, (b) filter level L2, and (c) filter level L3
(Considered features: Blocking f1 , blur f2 , edge-based activity f3 , gradientbased activity f4 , intensity masking f5 ).
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video sequences in terms of predicted MOS for different bit rates, filter levels,
and filter strengths when using NHIQM for quality assessment. It can be
seen that the video quality increase with the bit rate from 48 kb/s to 96 kb/s
and again with the increase of filter strength from S0 to S4. It can also be
observed from these results that increasing the filter level beyond L2 would
not improve quality but may reduce it for level L3 due to the introduction
of blur with this level. Also, as can be seen from Fig. 6a and Fig. 6c, the
increase in quality between the different filter strengths can be higher for the
lower bit rate of 48 kb/s.

4.5

Filter Design Guidelines

In the sequel, we summarize some of the main findings as supported by the
results shown in Tables 1 and 2 and the Figs. 2-6:
• PSNR, the conventional fidelity metric, is not able to differentiate among
the artifact reductions related to the different filter settings as only
minor changes in their values are observed (see Table 1).
• SSIM varies also only very little with the different filter settings for a
given video sequences and hence does not support selection of favorable
filter parameters.
• NHIQM, which is a perceptual-based video quality metric, clearly distinguishes between the video quality related to the considered filter settings (see Table 2 and Fig. 1). It also provides insights into structural
information with respect to the individual features.
• The examined filter can largely reduce compression induced blocking
with only minor increase of other artifacts (see Fig. 2-5).
• The different filter levels appear not to have a large impact on the quality
of the considered video sequences. In view of mobile video applications,
the examined adaptive filter may only deploy the least complex level L1
(see Fig. 3-5).
• The NHIQM-based approach can be used to select parameters of the
considered adaptive filter to suit mobile video applications and to support given quality constraints.
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Figure 6: Predicted video quality, MOSN HIQM , for different filter levels L1,
L2, and L3 applied to the video sequence (a) ‘Cart’, (b) ‘Foreman’, (c)
‘Mobile’; (Bit rates: 48 kb/s in red tone/foreground and 96 kb/s in blue
tone/background; Parameter: Filter strengths S0, S1, S2, and S3).
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Conclusions

In this paper, we have examined an adaptive deblocking deringing filter for
mobile video sequences in H.263 format. The considered filter supports different parameter settings in terms of filter levels and filter strengths depending
on complexity and memory constraints. In order to guide the selection of
favorable filter parameters for mobile video applications, a quality assessment has been performed using the conventional fidelity metric PSNR and
the perceptual-based metrics SSIM and NHIQM. The quality assessment with
NHIQM as proposed in this paper turns out to be suitable to drive the filter
design. On the other hand, PSNR and SSIM are not able to give a pronounced differentiation for different filter settings. The quality assessment
with NHIQM reveals that the examined deblocking deringing filter can indeed largely reduce compression induced blocking. In view of deployment of
the filter in mobile video applications, it may be sufficient to use only the
least complex filter level. A set of comprehensive numerical results are also
provided which can be used to guide the selection of filter parameters with
respect to user-perceived quality.
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The evolution of advanced radio transmission
technologies for third generation mobile radio
systems has paved the way for the delivery of
mobile multimedia services. In particular, wireless image and video applications are among the
most popular services offered on modern mobile devices to support communication beyond
the traditional voice services. The large amount
of data necessary to represent the visual content
and the scarce bandwidth of the wireless channel
impose new challenges for the network operator
to deliver high quality image and video services.
Link layer metrics have conventionally been used
to monitor the received signal quality but were
found to not accurately reflect the visual quality
as it is perceived by the end-user. These metrics
thus need to be replaced by suitable metrics that
measure the overall impairments induced during
image or video communication and accurately relate them to subjectively perceived quality. In this
thesis, we focus on objective metrics that are able
to quantify the end-to-end visual quality in wireless image and video communication. Such metrics may then be utilised to support the efficient
use of link adaptation and resource management
techniques and thus guarantee a certain quality of
service to the user.
The thesis is divided into four parts. The first part
contributes an extensive survey and classification

of contemporary image and video quality metrics
that may be applicable in a communication context.
The second part then discusses the development
of the Normalised Hybrid Image Quality Metric
(NHIQM) that we propose for prediction of visual quality degradations induced during wireless
communication. The metric is based on a set of
structural features, which are deployed to quantify
artifacts that may occur in a wireless communication system and also are well aligned to characteristics of the human visual system (HVS). In the
third part, three metric designs are discussed that
utilise the same structural feature set as a basis for
quality prediction. Incorporation of further HVS
characteristics into the metric design will then
improve even more the visual quality prediction
performance. The design and validation of all proposed metrics is supported by subjective quality
experiments that we conducted in two independent laboratories. Comparison to other state of
the art visual quality metrics reveals the ability of
the proposed metrics to accurately predict visual
quality in a wireless communication system. The
last part contributes an application of NHIQM for
filter design. In particular, the filtering performance
of a de-blocking de-ringing post filter for H.263
video sequences is analysed with regards to visual
quality of the filtered sequence when applying appropriate filter parameter combinations.
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